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Trick on Old Sol

PEN

Wounds Officer and Escapes

Chased bv Posse With Bloodhounds
Springfield. Ills.. July 2. A man
Unknown to the police, to escape ar- rest yesterday killed Benjamin Loder-ie- ,
and wounded Police Sergeant Fehr
probably fatally, stole a horse and
buggy and tied, with hundreds of citizens, led by Mayor Devereux and
guided by bloodhounds, on his trail.
Sergeant"Fehr was Informed by telephone that a man was trying to sell
a bicycle, evidently stolen, at a pawnshop. Fehr went to the shop and arrested the man. The man qui klv
and
drew an Iron bar from his pocket offifelled Fehr and lied, taking the

e
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Is Going to Turn the
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JOHN M, COLLIER OF SILVER

TRAIN
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NEW OFFICIAL NEGRO HANGED

SLA YS PURSURER

DIE IK WRECK

JULY

Carrier. '

COOL TREATMENT fór BOYS
and GIRLS 9 ALBUQUERQUE

THUG
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MONDAY,

R

FRIGHTFUL

CITY SUCCEEDS GARRISON

cer's revolver. Ledorio, seeing the a
sault. chased the thug up an alley.
Being cornered, the man turned and
the
shot Lederie dead.
street, the murderer untied a horse
from a hitching post, jumped Into the
buggy and drove rapidly oil! of town,
standing off all pursuers with the serMayor
Devereux,
geant's revolver.
hearing of the affarai. quickly formed
a troop of pursuers and at an early
hour thin (Monday) morning the posse
of officers surrounded (he timber on
the South Fork river In which the
murderer is supposed lo be. He was
pursued for twenty miles before taking to the timber.
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You Won't Know That It Is the Good

PENALTY

PHEW!

Wasn't

hot yesterday:

it

Weil we rather guess!
What does a day like yesterday make you wish for most'.
Special to the Morning Journal.
Chiokaaha, L T, July 1. A negro
Did we hear some one say lemonade?
Santa Fe, July 1. John M. Collier who committed a criminal assault
What? Yes? The boy or
assumed the duties of assistant sup- upon the
daughter nf Ira girl that said LEMONADE! goes up head. A day like yesterday makes you
erintendent of the territorial peniten Robertson, near Womaek, was eaplur- think of LEMONADE by the pitcher full and the jugful and the gallon and
tiary here this morning, taking the ed last night and after being taki
place of R. C. Garren, who was r
back to the scene of his crime was the barrel full well, we'll stop at the barrels because it's rather hard to
moved from office at the close of busi- hanged and burned
near the spot think of tanks and reservoirs full of It.
ness yesterday.
where he committed the crime.
He
Did you ever stand by a barrel of lemonade on a hot day like yesterday
Mr. Collier is from Silver City and confessed his crime and offered no
was a member of the territorial resistance to the mob.
perTo
one
and
listen to the big chunks of Ice bumping uround In the barrel and feel
upthetnselvi to attendance
son the negro gave his name as Cliff
mounted police, which position he r
until it entered the long railway yard devoted
And did you ever peep under the lid
signed lust week. It Is reported that Mays of Marshall, Tex. is. and he told the coolness spreading out from
Salisbury, when the passengers no- on the wuunded
at
Takes ted the coaches began swaying from
Fast
there have been some irregularities another that he was Will Newbrlght and see the cold, clear, sparkling, tempting drink, with the pieces of golden
MOST
,
By the time the
in tne management oi ine penuenu- - or san Antonio
side to side. Suddenly at the end of WRECK OCCURRED OX
a long platform, where the track be- DANGEROUS CURVE IX ENGLAND
and some startling disclosures gro was overtaken near Bradley lnt lemons Boating around in it ? And then when they lifted the lid off and
spanSalisbury, July 1.- A short distance may be expected In the very near night, fully 400 armed men had joined plunged a big dipper in to get somebody a drink do you remember how
gins to curve toward the bridge
Plunge Into Bridge
In the chase and soon after his cap- - the reflection of your face darn ed
ning Fisherton street, the main ave- out of Salisbury begins a remarcable future.
around on top of the cool dark shimmering
to
nue of the city, t'he engine seemed
curve which sometimes has been desSince the removal of Assistant Su- -' ture the march to Womack began. It
swung
It
fairly leap from the track.
as the most dangerous in tha porlntendent i.arrett and the suspen- - was nearly three o'clock this morning depths ?
cribed
across the adjoining track with ter- world, and which certainly possesses don of Df. Knapp, some of the téxrl- - when the Robertson home, was reach- SAY!
tj
rific force and destroyed the guard's elements of danger in plenty. Nut torlnl officials who have been expect- - ud, and the negro brought before the
Yum yum It makes your mouth water to think about it.
was slowly only does the line enter and leave the ing to be separated from the territorial ussaulted girl.
that
a
of
van
train
milk
ALMOST EVERY PASSENGER
steaming in the opposite direction, station on a curve, but where it crosses eervice, are getting nervous. Tt seems
It was pretty hot yesterday. Some folks are afraid It will be too hot for
"That's the one," said she at once,
killing the guard. Then lurching for"Yes, lady. the MORNINO
the line takes a sliglH to be the prevailing opinion here that and the negro replied:
JOURNAL MATINEE next Saturday.
EITHER KILLED OR MAIMED ward, the locomotive plunged against Fisherton street,
It was practically at this the next one to go will bo the tern- - I m the one. Gentlemen, I admit th
the rise.
you
it.
Don't
the standards and girders of imbelieve
point that tile engine jumped the rails toriai auditor but nothing
can
crime.
bridge. The bridge withstood the
and brought about the disaster. Both learned from an official source.
The mob then proceeded with their,
Anyhow, the MORNING JOURNAL has arranged to have a nice big rain
engine
crashrebounding
pact and the
regards percentage of lives lost and
victim past the spot where he huit
engine which was as extent of the damage to rolling
ed into another
committed his crime and to a tree storm between now and Saturday to cool things off. But If that rainstorm
on a siding and overturned tic
standing
In the road on l lie hank of Walnut don't show up it will be all the better.
Dead and Injured Imprisoned in Debris It. The wreckage of the two engines stock it is almos! without preoede.nl
creek, where a rone was thrown over
in the annals of British railway acciWhat are we talking about? asks a little boy. Why, bless us! Where
interlocked a great broken mass of dents,
a limb about is feet high and the
especially of boat expresses.
Throughout
Which Had to Be Sawed Away
twisted steel and iron.
has
been! We're talking about the big MORNING JOURNAL MATINEE
he
end
other
knotted
the
about
over
man's
to
this
The
engineers
directions
the wild plunging of the engine.
He was given an opportunity at the Traction Park Casino next Saturday afternoon
neck.
for all the small boya
Driver Robins, whether alive or dead, portion of the line is nut to excec
to Effect Their Release
to speak and again he confessed his
remained: in his cab. Hours after- a speed of thirty miles an hour, bul
and small girls In Albuquerque. We're talking about the lovely car ride yotl
guilt
a
prayer
and
after
to
fervent
Is
It
based
alleged
calculations
that
was
body
found
ward his charred
Cod for forgiveness, he was drawn Into are ail going to get and the delightful entertainment the clever BEROER-OROSon the times at Which different box
grilled over the firebox.
Ihe alrto die by Strangulation, Before
were passed showed that this
stock company will give you and those big clinking glasiaa of
The first coach shot over the engine signals was
life was extinct the bodv was lowered
exceeded. I ntortunatel
sleed
was
it
onward
until
careened
and
old
",f
shivery lemonade that every little hoy and girl will get and then
logs
to the ground,
and brush were
Salisbury, Eng., July I. Driving at hurled against the parapet of the both the engineer ana nremun are
upon it and Ignited.
heaped
a mad pace over the London & Southmay
For
it
be
difficult
dead
and
therefore
nice
ear ride back to town after It's all over.
another
and smashed Into fragments.
moment the body writhed. A few
western railway, the American Line bridge
every occu- to obtain reliable evidence as to the
we are talking about we've been talking about It for two
what
That's
groans
of the' killing or maiming almost through the speed the train wits running when lln
were
express cnnylng forty-thre- e
heard and the llames
pant. One man was shot
completed their work. Two hours
days and we Intend to talk about it for five more days. oh. yes. we've only
steamer New York's passengers from window, cleared the parapet and fell accident occurcd. The people of SalisPlymouth to LondoiL plunged from to his death on the street below.'
the charred body was burled under
bury telegraphed Ambassador Reid
the same tree, under the direction of just begun.
the track Just after passing the station
heart-fel- t
citizens
of
the
sympathy
the
forward
lurched
second
coach
The
a deputy marshal from Pnrcell, who
Fourth of July some one says. Never mini! about the Fourth of July.
here at 1:57 this morningL';1 and man
of tlie town tu tie- whole American
Pe' IWenlV- - and rolled toward a stationary train
rla.l tn Haatti fu Ite IV ree
had been thwarted In his eeort to This will make you fnrget there ever was such a thing as a
.1,,,.
;i....t
Krtf11..!
nation.
..ll.,ll..
'
r
Fourth of July.
"
"
'"'
three passengers who sailed from .New
take the negro from the mob.
The cause of the accident Is still
We keep talking about the MORNING JOURNAL MATINEE because we
York June 23, and four of the train It's wild flight was ended.
Miss
Is
Robertson's
not
condition
It Is suggested that the
The third coach dashed forward In doubt.
those to whom death
Beside
men.
want you little people to keep thinking about It and tell all the other boys
New Orleans. July 1. Dominic C. serious
failed to make a
came speedily, a dozen persons were with the rest, left the rails and en- wheels of the engine
one of the owners of the
and girls you see.
countering some obstruction, over- switch and that a Wheel or an axle O'Malley,
Injured, some of them seriously.
broke.
It is expected an Inquest wiU .Vow Orleans Item, who was convicted
turned and collapsed.
Of course, we hope you didn't think about It In Sunday school yesterday.
libel and
The Dead.
be held tomorrow and a board of trade on a charge of criminal
buffet,
the
van
guard's
and
The
Toronto,
BAR WICK,
pay
of
and
$500
WALTER
fine
a
to
it Isn't right to think about lemonade and street car rides and shows
sentenced
because
rearmost car of the train, was saved Inquiry later will fully investigate the
Canada.
was regarded as lerve eight months imprisonment in
The
train
wreck.
in
of
courage
Sunday
quickness
school.
But then there's plenty of time out of Sunday school.
by
and
the
ConLOUIS CASHIER, Trumbull,
the parish prison, during last FebruWith
the first having been too light for the high ary,
Guard Richardson.
we
say
we
by
necticut.
When
want all the boys and girls In town, we mean AM.
Governor
pardoned
today
was
is
It
it
but
speed
travels,
at which
Richardson jumped forward
Cossitt, shock
HENRY.
FREDERICK
always sway and Blanchard. The pardon was recomall under I years of age. We don't care whether your father and mother take
said
trains
that
himself
saved
set
brakes
and
the
and
New York.
pardon board on
The van plowed shake going at high apead over this mended by theofslate
and his comrades.
the Morning Journal or not. though of course most of them do. We are out
MRS. C. W. EPHICKE, Chicago.
physicians that Mr
occucurve. Much criticism is likely to be the affidavits
DUDLEY II. HARDI'N'O. New York forward, injuring some of Its
poor,
his
Is
and
that
O'Malley's
to
health
give every single boy and girl in town a ripping good time next Saturday
latterly
by
titan
fact
evoked
its
the
that
pants
practically
maintained
but
New
MRS. L. N. HITCHCOCK,
has been Ihgrp competition between life Is jeopardized by further Imprisequilibrium.
and we're going to do It.
afternoon
York.
of
the
onment He served live months
The surviving passengers and train- the London and Southwestern and the sentence.
MISS MARY F. HOWISON, New
being
e'll
Talk
about
libel charge was based
cool you off better in the street rara and
The
rivals
are
which
lines
Western
(real
wreck
the
of
men describe the sound
York.
in the Item about
upon
article
an
London
and
between
breezy
traffic
for
cool
the
the
of
Casino
a
discharge
refreshing
of
with
series
Icy lemonade gurgling around in
REV. E. L. KING, Toronto, Can- as like the
Mayor Martin Breham of New Orheavy guns of varied calibers and Plymouth.
you
ada.
pitchers
be
than
would
anywhere
else.
O'Malls)
charged
is
it
leans, which
FRANK W. KOCK, Allentown, Pa. w'hen the crashing of the wreck was
AND REMEMRER!
dictated.
THE MORNING JOURNAL FOOTS ALL THE
past there came the calls of the injur- MAYOR ftf'CLELLAN OF
JOHN E. M'DONALD, New York.
NEW YORK HAD CLOSE CALL
ed, some shrieking with pain and fear
l i WON'T COST YOt
A RED CENT. OR A BLUE CENT. OR A
C. F. M' MEEK IN, New York.
Hll.l.s.
Dewey
to
Sea.
Puts
Dry
Dock
London, July 1. By the merest
and others moaning as If bewildered
C. A. PIPON, Toronto. Canada.
big
CENT
ANY
GREEN
OR
Today
KIND.
the
OTHER
July
Singapore,
chance Mayer George McClellan oi
CHARLES E. SANTELL. New York. by the shock.
dock De rey left here on the way
Well, We Started OUt to toll VOU about the show niift Inwa anWea'
MRS. E. W. 8ANTELL, New Yovk.
Relief came quickly, althoughbody-wa-It New York was not in the wrecked dry
American line special train. He had to Manila.
MISS BLANCHE 3ANTELL, New was an hours before the last
New York. July
Important de- we have talked all around it and over It and under it. Never mind. We ll
dragged from the wreck. The po- an appointment to keep In London toYork.
In
velopments
Ihe
Thaw
murder cat-- . hive all the more time to tell you about It tomorrow.
amwas
noise,
Anyhow, as we aald
called
day, and although the steamer
MISS GERTRUDE SANTELL, New lice, attracted by the
are
deexpected
week.
District Attins
the
Plymouth,
surgeons
warned
and
he
late In arriving at
before, the HERGER-GROSbulances and
York.
STOCK COMPANY Is working hard to fix
Ininthe
to
to
prepare
London
relieve
torney
come
to
Jerome lias just returned from you up
direct
hospitals
cided to
GERARD SMITH, Dayton, Ohio.
Just the very best and funniest performance it has and you may a
jured. The railway yards were quick- stead of going to Cherbourg with Mrs.
MRS. SMITH. DAYTON. Ohio.
a fishing trip b Cape Breton, especial-wor- k
nurses,
doctors,
through
police,
booked
was
with
McClellan,
Dayton.
who
ly
filled
SMITH.
MISS ELEANOR
ly to direct tin
of preparing the well get ready to laugh until you can't sit up
trainmen and volunteers.
Ohio.
to Paris. His hand baggage had been
Now we might as well sny again that the only thing you will hnvc to do
prosecution's t tee ag;iinst Thaw, nml,
MISS LILLIAN HURD WHITE.
The darkness and Incredible de- transferred to the tender to land at
will
be to come to the Morning Journal office next Friday morning and apeak
acting
undei
ill
rescue
his
orders
going
to
was
hoard
of
work
he
Plymouth,
York.
the
and
made
struction
and the tender when an officer of the
Lamps
The following second cabin passencircumstances surrounding thi kill- - up hold as brass to the man at the counter and say: "Please, air;
exceedingly difficult.
want a
gers are known to be dead:
torches were brought to light up the steamer whom Mrs. McClellan had
ing
of
Stanford
White
ticket to the CHILDREN'S MATINEE." and he will hand It out to yqu. Come
GEORGE LOUIS PHTNOER, ad desolate scene. The station was con been asking to urge her husband to aclie
gOIH
into thoroughly.
Rcal- dress unobtainable.
between 9 and 12 o'clock Friday morning, WITHOUT FAIL. Then Saturday
verted Into a surgery and tne plat- company her to Cherbourg, told the
Uing that the Ittonteys
for Thaw
Several mayor thnt he could reach London
unobtaiti- - form was made a morgue.
JULES KEELElt add
imü
were
arc plentifully upplied with funds .0 all you will have to do will he go to one of the following piaros at exactly
,.f the dead and tnlured
able.
in time to
his appointment
half past one o'clock to get on the cars:
WILLIAM THOMPSON, address un- prisoned In compartments and it w as- he went on t0 Cherbourg and then
bring out nil ivldence favoraWo
to saw away tne partition.known.
ten
before
the
Southampton.
Just
to
Corner of Fourth street nnd Railroad avenue.
ofattorney's
defense,
tin
the
district
Tin- - Injured.
In order'to effect their release. Others der left the ship's side Mayor McCle.-l.- i
Is
reliaworking
lice
rapidly
gel
all
lo
passenn
Corner of West Coal avenue and South Second slreet, at the end of the
The following are
were caught under the heavy wreckn changed his mind and the ship I
gers injured:
ble evidence bearing on Ihe events sev
age. Several bodies were badly manluggage back on
his
viaduct.
threw
steward
U. H. V. Allen, New York.
gled and oae woman was decapitated. board the New York as the tender was
eral weeks before the shooting. DisEnd of Ihe street car line In Rarelas.
Miss I. S. Griswold. address unoboff her lines.
casting
trict Attorney Jerome said in an Intertainable.
will be all kinds of cars at those places and people to see that yotl
There
New
McDonald,
York
the
John E.
view at St. John, N. B., that as there
WORK OF FESCUE WAS
Miss M. Hitchcock, New York.
as "Jack" McKansas City, July 1. For the fir-t- t
get
good seat and that there la no crowding. The MORNING JOURNAL will
a
EXCEEDINGLY DIFFICULT horseman, best known
Mrs. Koch, Allentown, Pa.
Donald, who Is among the dead, was time, lo their existence all the saloons are eighteen murder cases ahead of
Miss M. E. Rook, address unobtalil
The body of Ihe engineer was found given the compartment on the special In both the Kansas Cities were clos?d Thaw's the trial will probably not e take opre of you. All you will have to do Is to be on hand.
beyond
box,
charred
able.
top
fire
of the
on
Now, If your mamma or papa have any possible objection tell us and
tight today. On the Missouri side It.renched before October.
had been reserved
The late hour of the New York's recognition. It was necessary to S&W train Which
McClellan, and so the mayor's was the usual Sunday closing mat nas
we
will
talk to them. When they know nil about It they will be Just a
arrival at Plymouth saved many Uves. away pari of the compartments of
been carried out for months past nv
She carried more than sixty travelers the railway coaches In order to re- escape was Indeed narrow..
you to go as we are, If not more. Because we are going to look
for
anxious
the
On
Folk.
of
Governor
order
the
for London, but many of them elected lease the survivors and to secure llv
ansas side, where the prohibition law
you Just as well ns we know how and If some of your parents want to
after
to travel on comfortably to SouthampIn one of th"
of the dead.
bodies
has been openly violated for many
ton In preference to a late landing at compartments all of the passengers
go along they can do It. We ll tell them how tomorrow.
years, the closing was the result if
Plymouth and a long night ride across except two were killed, and the resNow watch this page to see what the MORNINO JOURNAL has to ssy
(Jovernor Hoch's campaign to stop the
the country. If the New York had cue of survivors was exceedingly difsale of liquor, not only on Sunday
made a faster voyuge the sombre ros- ficult. The Injured were later removto you tomorrow.
wee,
but on every other day in the
ter of the dead and Injured would ed to the Salisbury hospital.
Since the Sunday closing order has
have been longer.
sta
Salisbury
passed
had
Theráln
been In eyect on the Missouri sia- The big American line steamer
speeo.
STRIKE THREATENED IN
very
oi
rate
high
n
at
tion
SatROOSEVELT KEXCHKfl Ills
reached Plymouth at 9:35 o'clock
about SO, 000 people have weekly gone
of
ARIZONA MIXING CAMPS
Bl'MMF.H HOME AT OYSIMR HAY
to the Kansas side for relief,
urday night and half an hour later At a sharp curve Just outside
over
th"
jumped
locomotive
the
sight.
In
The
none
alongside
to
receive
was
tender
today
there
there wai a
but
Troops Rcgdy to start for Clifton and
passengers for England. Several who track, and plowing up the rails, crashlid was not only on In Kansas, hut
Oyster Ray. July
1.
President
d
milk train
Morcncl.
In Kansas, In order
It was padlocked.
had planned to im'bark and packed ed Into the
Roosevelt Is at Sagamore Hill for Ihe
tin1
of
El Paso, Tex., July 1 Orders have summer.
their baggage decided at the last mo- The engine mounted the girders Avon
to emphasize his earnestness In the
He was met at the station
been Issued at Phoenix to hold thre this morning by Mrs.
It was a railroad bridge over the River
ment to remain aboard.
matter, Assistant District Attorney
Roosevelt and
companies of the Arlsona national Kermlt, who had attended
fateful decision, though not dictated and turned turtle.
padlocks placed on the
had
Trlckett
early comguard In readiness to proceed to Mo- - munion. His Journey from Wash- by any fear. The run across the AThere were three passenger eoaehc"
of all Joints.
doors
were
shot
.
of
these
The first
In the train.
tlantic 'had been pleasant. There
wnure a sirmc rurfnn ended with a three-mil- e
uiwh,
drlfc
cheery partings when the passengers past the locomotive and crashed Into
threatens In the mines. A strike oc- - m Kmrnmore Hill where h remained
Editor Musi lie Careful.
to
th
smashed
was
transferred
wert
London
and
bridge
for
curred there three years ago, with ser throughout the duy. The annual re
the railroad
Durban, July 1. The Inlluenti-i- l
waiting tender, which steamed for Into snllnters. portions of the wreck
Eveleth, Minn.. July 1. Four m-- n ious riots, and the United Stales troops turn of President Roosevelt meets Ihe
Bantu newspaper, Sun of Natal, has
Davonport landing, where the express being hurled completely over
dnngerous were killed and one was probably fa- had to be called. There has been heartiest approvul of his Oyster day
There are sev- recently been publishing
New York. July
was standing made up.
The second and third passenupon
and tally Injured In a wreck In the Fayal trouble In these camps for several neighbors, who are planning to make
whites
the
reflecting
articles
for
scheduled
The train consisted of a powerful ger enrs toppled over on the line and eral notable celebrations
McOai-luNo. 3 extension pit late last night. weeks past, with several minor strike.. much of nlm In their Fourth of July
Henry
Sir
government.
t,
Roose-volthe
day.
President
Independence
corriexpresa engine, three first class
,
were completely destroyed.
summonFive runaway Hteel cars loaded with Many Mexicans work In these camps celebration.
governor,
therefore
the
at
nt
home
his
arrived
one
combination
has
dor carriages and
beThe conductor's, van containing the Oysterwho
attempt
nf a man with a camgrade
Into
editor,
ore
the
Iron
down
dashed
Dube,
An
native
the
ed
to
John
an
Ray.
address
will
deliver
buffet.
van
conand
guard's
cook's kitchen was saved by the
era to snap tlie preaident aa he took
Not Worrying About Anarchists.
fore him, and warned him to abstain the pit, striking a shovel In stripping
The passengers soon entrained and ductor, who promptly applied brakes. his fellow townsmen on thut day.
London, July 1. King Edward, his seat by Mrs. Rooaevelt In the
articles. and burying the shovel crew In ore and
at 11:30 the express pulled out. It Rescue parties were at work Instantly,
In London there will be an obser- from the publication of such were
sethrough Lord Knollvs. his nrlvute sec wagonette was Interfered with by the
debris.
was given a clear track on the run of but to little purpose, and the Injured vance of the day by the American col- Dube denied that the articles
retary, emphatically denies the report se. rei servn e men.
Hie Dead.
to
clearly
more
promised
but
ditious,
will
Bryan
J.
ony,
ISO miles to London, on which the exwhich
William
at
In
the
were forced to remain burled
The executive offices over Moore's
JIMMIE SULLIVAN, hrakeman.
rebellion, He said that
that he has conferred with Sir Henry
the
condemn
presa generally maintains an average debris
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address
deliver
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for a lone time. As the
WILLIAM
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hiill Wltl he had always told the natives that
Tiimmimv
Vow
Ynrlf
speed of a mile a minute.
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the dead were
Ister, or any other member of the fined up for the work and the
aceo e ycanv
Driver Robins quickly gave thesoon of
Its usual meeting In commemora- - white rute, annougn noi perreci
laid In rows on the station platform, hold
In regard to taking a stronger awry executive business will be trans-stan- d
LOUIS MAY, water boy, aged 14
Infinitely better thuu that of their old:
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ailed there tomorrow.
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Rev.' J. M. Sollle, pastor of the
Highland Methodist church, addressed
his congregation las: evening on the
Ul
subject. "Kepentance," taking as his
Ex- Hugh A. Cooper. His text was:
text: "Repent ye therefore, and be
cept ye turn and become as little
converted, that your sins may be blot-- I
t hilden ft shall in no wise enter the
teii out, when the times of refreshing
kingdom of heaven. Matt., 18: S.
come from the presence of the
shall
Mr. Cooper asid
Lord."
Acts 3. 19. He said in part:
Once in Irvine to oresent the claim?
According to lie law of Ood, repetí-- ,
I
of the Christian life to a gentleman.
tance is a condition of salvation on
made allusion to his childhood and
tl.it ..11 man In llielr ntit- his Christian training. He said In essence of the true religion. Let us liralB9tatc ar(.' .nners. for the Scrip-no- t
get lost in theological speculation.
"I"
reply. ' Yes. I remember thai training
oin uan,M.
.
us not Hconw immersed in tne f
As far as sentiment goes It ui all very
gin PIlt(.reu
int,
man
hJ
...
'
.
.
v. . . .
i
...i lhln
us euipnue.ze h
,
inga nt tho U'nrM
lit
.!.. oui ti
,)ea,h
suurn urjunu
,d
s0
bv
and
,n mo
u u.L
ff,r
all this now." He meant that he had the things that Christ emphasized. ,
.....i
u
h
become a typical man of the world Let us not think too much of getting
inmA- - Fr0I11 tUis
n
place in the kingdom, and think n
and that in touch with Its theories and
i,n(, fronl otner
we
the
more
us
will
of
the
fit
which
,
jraces
philosophies he had outgrown
the
()f
aHke nre under
,h ,
Let us emphasize
faith of his childhood. There Is no or its enjoyment
,
nt n matters , not
b
,
us
cornel
...
the
of
Lo:
fruits
the
Snlrlt
doubt but that the man in question '
i..
ue ui nwui
our cri't'o
ilia
had gotten away from his early back to the truths learned In child- - wnai
family amomf the fine of earth
They are not outgrown.
In what
teaching, but whether this was due to hood.
we may have sprung, the white, the
his growth, or whether he had drift- the light of this world, and of that yellow, the black, the brown or the
whl. h is to come they are the things
ed away is
question.
by Andel son.
red, these words of the Master are
I 15
trot.
Nimble
Second Race
These bearded and burly disciples most worth while.
"Except ye repent,
emphatic:
by
Jim, owned by Trimble and driven
had s:ill been dreaming of a material
No man
all likewise perish.
shall
Ulnty.
M
owned and kingdom, and as Individuals indulging
Simon Sohloss:
should be deceived as to the absolute
BALL
BASE
by
U.
ft.
Captain
(ir' nlcaf. the hope for a portfolio. They had
driven
necessity of genuine repentance, as
mid Bmll Rank's Uootie, driven by asked the question. "Who Is the great- salvation,
of
the first condition
NATIONAL LEAGUE,
est in the kingdom." and received tho
Mann.
hence, the nature of repentance
1
Qrlsftte, reply by an object lesson. "From the Chicago
Third race 1:14 pace.
should be carefully considered before
S
0
2 entering into it.
child, said the Master, learn who is Cincinnati
owned and driven by Huntington
There are three el-- i
and driven by T. J the greatest and learn also what ate, At St. Louis First game: R. H. E. ements In true evangelical repentance:
Hallle. owned
1 12
0
Shinlck: Trimb.es Mozelle and Otto the requirements for an entrance to St. Louis
(1 ) A eodlv sorrow for sin.
Not
6 13 lithe kind of sorrow that is common
llerger's Cocelli, each driven by their that kingdom. "Verily. 1 say unto you. Pittsburg
except ye turn and become as little
owners.
JJattenes Taylor and Grany. Leev-e- r among men, sorry simply because our
or children ye shall in no wise (even)
and Gibson.
Fourth race free-for-a- ll
sins have been found out, beuauae
and
owned
trot. Master Delmar.
enter the kingdom."
Second game:
they have been laid bare to the eye
1
St.
3
8
driven by Dr. J. K. Peáreé; C. E.
people
The
Louis
who think they have
of the world, but a sorrow that af-- 1
1
8
2
Newcomer's Black Ike, driven b) outgrown the religious truths learned Pittsburg
fects our relationship to God, as our
Batteries- - Egan
Trimble, T xas Rattier, driven by Dr. In childhood are perhaps sincere, but
McCarthy. creator, preserver and redeemer. Sor
and
Helden.
and Jake Levy's Shecani are mistaken. They have increased, Phlllippi and Reetz.
ry because we have sinned against
driven by her owner.
They have inbut not in wisdom.
A sorrow that will cause us
God.
The horses have been kept busy till creased in unbelief, and worldliness
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
to exclaim with the Psalmist, "Against
laJl fe days and assiduous work has and in prejudice.
At Chicago
In getting awa
R. H. E. thee, thee only, have I sinned, and
G
put the tfrfcck in first class condition from the humility, faith and love of Chicago
2
ID
Sorry
done this evil in thy sight."
program
one
and
an
is
excellent
The
childhood they have gotten away from
Batteries Alytrock and Sullivan, on the ground Ilrst, that sin is a
to
up
will
prizes
help
hung
fine
things
the
which Jesus Christ has Joss and Clarke.
those
thing contrary to reason. To sin dls- make the event one of the bes: of the set down as being above all things
At St. Louis
R. H. E. counts us at a bar of reason, for there
season.
else worth the while
2 10
2 cun be no Intelligent reason given for
From the rellg St. Louis
8
lous point of view some are wiser In Detroit
0 committing
3
We must admit if
sin.
childhood than In manhood.
Hatteries Howell and Spencer, Sic- - wo stop to reason, that to sin Is wrong,
"It is marvelous." said a man w hose ver and Warner.
and that In no sense can wrong be
spiritual sight came late. "It Is simfor the best. To sin is not only
ply marvelous how much Ignorance a
tt. ,',,,( .it Oir. v..rv h..'irf nf Hnil Vait tl
WESTERN LEAGUE.
man can accumulate In sixty years."
At Des Moines
R. H E. is a w rong done one's own conscience.
f. The
S lf
Scientists are coming to wonderful Des Moines
conscience which God gave us.
conclusions of late. One of these Is Lincoln
7
9
6 as a guide for our thoughts and ac-- .
hat in the pro, ess ,,f evolution a child
Hatteries Miller and Tow ne, E ler tlons through life, turning them into
ranks higher than a man. "If we and Zlnran.
channels of usefulness, that will se-- 1
At Sioux City First game: R. H. E. cure for us blessings in this life, and
turn." says a scientific writer, "to
what we are accustomed to regard as Sioux City
1
4 13
eternal life in the world tq come may
Ihe highest types, as represented In Denver
5 10 12 be so hardened
and deadened by a
the men of genius, we shall find a
Batteries
Corbett, Jurrott and constant repetition of sin, that finally,
striking approximation to the child Hess; Adams and Zalusky.
it cannot be awakened by the wooings
type, In the man of genius ihe facial
Second game:
of the Holy Spirit. The man whose
expression as well as the temperament Sioux City
3 10
2 conscience has been thus hardened, Is
is
a
recall the child." This
man Denver
0 an object to be profoundly pitied.
He
from
11 14
of science but whether true or nol
Batteries
Jarrott, Jackson and has robbed himself of the only power
we know at least from experience that Freeze; Wright and Zaluskv.
by which he could have escaped eterin proportion as a man is learned, he
At Omaha First game:
On the ground, secR. H. E. nal punishment.
is modest, and In proportion as he is omaha
11 11
against
ondly, that he has sinned
truly great he is chldlike.
Pueblo
l 10 8 light No man ignorantly sins against
This text tells us two things. It tells
Batteries Sanders and Gondlng. God. because sin Is a wilful transgresWheeling. W. Va.. July I. The Us how to become a Christian and Morrison and Ressltt.
sion of the law. No man can plead
w
Second game:
hat i: means to be a Christian. From
Ignorance in that final day of acUrudley coal mine of the United Btdtes
text,
it
8
a
2 counts.
if
2
riot this
stood alone, we know Omaha
Coul company was the seen of
1
5
nn
2
Is
that
Pueblo
child
the little
(2). A hatred for sin.
heir to the
The man
today in which one miner was killed
McNeely
Batteries
and Rogers; who begins the work of repentance
and a number Wounded as ivi II as sev- kingdom of heaven. I do not propose
here to discuss the question of its In-- Simmel and Messltt.
on the ground of a godly sorrow for
eral guards.
sin. will soon reac h the conclusion that
Sheriff Vonrhees, of Jefferson oun herltance. It has no overt acts of sin
ty, Ohio, was on the scene tonight and has therefore no sins from which,
it Is hateful, that it should be despised
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION,
At Minneapolis
investigating the trouble The women to turn. The man. who has gone on
above everything, because of Its
turning his heart away Minneapolis
2
and especially because of
of the town fled to SmRhfleld, when
The tendency of
they have been given shel.er in the from God and filling I with the spirit Milwaukee
Its destructlveness.
At Columbus
sin Is to paralyze all of the con
town hall, as more trouble
txpei ted of the world has something from
1
to
man,
turn. He must come back. Columbus
regarding the
structive forces of
Frank Hicks, an EOffllstl Miner who which
lives in Smithfteid. stated iiiis evening and In order to do this he must be Toledo
future interest of his soul, hence, no
Innow
game:
At
St.
glasses of
was
converted
And
through
can
conforeigner,
one
man
the
whit
Paul
miner,
docs
n
read
First
that
Z
godly sorrow for sin, without singing
stantly killed from a sli"! by a guard version mean" Viewed from the hu- - tt Paul
, 7 with Cnoocr:
and emphasising
end that five miners Were badly woun- man Sid
man's Kansas City
part we call it. conversion. Viewed
ded, and there is probably more sOtth
Second came:
"I hate the sins that made thee
from the divine side and emphasizing 8t Paul
mourn,
4
ded. but they could inn lie found
1
Kansas city
He said that he has been reliably ood s purl we all it
And drove thee from my breast."
reseneratlot
The word comes from the Latin.
(3). A speratlon from sin.
.l
Informed thai eight guards aré
Thi
wounded, but how aerloul lie
tarto." Mtí menus lo turn. II involves REVOLUTIONARY BATTLE
thlid and last step in true evangelical
.
two
id
Is
things, repentance and faith. In
not learn. The trouble. Hicks
a separation from that
FIELDS io BE PRESERV I) repentance.
was Marled by the guards who He repentance we turn from our sins. By
which we have, it may be, long loved
we
Us
Government
Probably
II.
We sing with Cooper
mean
will
faith
said
drinking
Make
were
to
cherished.
tinning
lalmed
and
Christ for
Vorktoun a Military Reserve.
again:
the guards shot Into the houses and tho forgiveness of our sins.
Every
Norflk, Va., July t, The committee
the women secured their hlldrea and conversion of whl h we have a rec"The dearest Iddi i have known,
tied to Smithfteid. Hundred! of shots ord Iti the Bible Involves these two on national parks of the Sons of UÚ
Whate'er thai Idol be,
were fired.
Help me to tear it from, thv throne,
u. American Revolution ate greatly en-- ,
renenlance una fmtli
Ihe trouble o. Mined thlnirAiwl worship only thee."
when all the mine oflb ml- were aw iy Mr a the individual is concerned who couraged by the results obtained Ir.
spending Sunday at their homes btft desires to become a Christian there Is having the battlefields at Stonv Polat
It Is like parting company with one
no
Ho y OI be on the scene tomorrow.
trine to consider and no theo and Valley Forge prserved as stale in whom we have conlided. but after- logic
dogma to decipher, To be- - reservations, to be maintained and wards we tlrid that one unworthy of
con
a Christian Is to come to Christ
OH. TAN EFPLODE8
have
preserved forever for the "free en- our confidence, because they
WATCHM N MINING Hid s Mr. Moody was accustomed to couragement of the people of the betrayed their trust. We turn away
,say taat word. "Come," can bo made state."
from such a one In disgust.
Huge Oil Reservoirs Mow I'p HWkktl no pi ilner.
"Repent ye, therefore, and be conA little girl seeking ad- The secretary. William Van Zant
trili for Blocks.
mission to membership In the church Cox, records the fact that the Virginia verted, that your sins may be blotted
Portland, ore. July
With force was asked by one of the deacons. and District of Columbia Society ore out, when the times of refreshing
... B.i-o- i ,m
.....
aiaiy w nai leans you to tnink vou are interested In havmi- - ., militar narV shall come from the presence of the
Lord." The man who haa thus rethree quarters of a mil" radius wis a Cristian"'
And somewhat sur- - cstahlb.he.1 .t
I..
two
shattered,
of the tank" of the
prls. d that such a question should be to congress of Vrfcivn
met the conditions, the
the Sons of the Viner- pented,of having
I
Oil company of California explodregeneration takes place, then
as k! she replied
"Why. Jesus said, lean Revolution, the suggestion Is work
he
is
in
position
lo be the beneficiary,
ed tonight, at University park, s fee .suffer the children to come to Him.' .made by the committee
that now if the many showers
of blessings that
Leopard anii . K
mites north of this city
when the Jamestown
in store for his children.
He
Jaqul. night watchman. Is missing and
Is receiving the attention God has
"'"'anniversary
."'?.h''
...?
lhi
low sings with Timothy Dwlffht:
It Is feared he is dead
liolh of thé!
,he "Ur"
auspicious
th
"I love thy chUrch, O God!
,,
tanks were nearly empty. It Is estin.,
lln,,H -- ,lr,
Her walls before thee stand,
mated that only .non barrels of oil not say that there was no such feel hoped by the society that the senators
Dear as the apple of thine eye,
were lost. This, with the damage to ing, hut the ground of her assurance md representatives of Virginia will
And graven on thy hand.
the tanks will amount to snout llá. was the word of God. He had said, press this measure on the congress of
It Is stated that Jaqul wvs lust come, and she had obeyed. He had the United States with a reasonable
000
any
"If e'er to bless her sons
will to do God's will he hope
seen near one of the tank" Immediate- said "If
success. The recommend,!
My voice or hands deny,
ly before the explosion occurred. Ftre shsll know my teachlni,."
Without tion ofofthe committee
is as follows:
Those hands let useful skill forsake,
was confined to the vicinity of the waiting the loluthm of dlflli uitlcs. she
"We
recommend the passage of a
This voice in silence die."
had undertaken to do His will and had
two tanks.
thereby learned of doctrines over bill by the federal congress appropriating
a
reasonable sum nf money for Remarkable Dreiinis of Lltlle Girl.
while philosophers stumble.
ORIENTAL KING'
But what tines It mean to be a tie acquiring of the battlefield jf
PUTTUKE9QI E RETIN I I
Pisa. July I. A little girl living in
Vorktowri
where the struggle for
Christian'.' Christ does not sav that
was successfully terminated. We the village of Tlttignauc, near here,
AlTltes in we are to become children, but that
t'anihodirinn Mou.ui h
has through repeated visions been the
oi passing sui n
as christians we should have some of1'"'
Finance Willi U Penctng Glrl.
means of causing a saint's body to be
July t. Besides the 'the
characteristics
of
childhood. lBlatl" ,lt tr' present congress of
Children have some traits of charac- - united States, during which will be dug up after having been lost track
daticinsj girls In Slssoweth
annl-wlt- h
commendable, celebrated the
train, hli Camhodgian mujmty brings- ter which are not
of for hundreds of years.
him to Frame a numerous retln- There is a great difference between versary of the first British settlement
The child persistently dreamed that
ln
America,
ohlldllkeness
and
the
musicians,
annivarsary
se
retarles,
if
and
ministers.
childishness.
of
tie
Paul
a saint was buried under the door In
and guards, and several court ladies said: "In mind be as men, but in ,ni' establishment of the Anglo-Saxo- n
malice he as children." The man who Ivlllzatlon In the western hemisphere. the kitchen of her parents' house. At
of superlative eastern beauty.
first she was treated us crazy but
carries a gun for weeks looking for
His baggage tin ludes two bundle
trunks, and umong It sre costly pies- the man against whom he has al FEE'H .ooi cold HOOT BEEII eventually Hie matter having come to
the ears of the clergy an investigation
T
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Dltt'G STORE.
tits for President Fallieres and ex- grudge miy be a church member, hut
was made and as a result of excavaThe latter lerelv- - not a Christian. To be a Christian Is'
Presidí i.i lyoubet
If you need it rJUprater, telephone tions the body of the Blessed Cerar-desc- a
Look al Christ on
ed a golden casket set with prei lou to In- Chrlstlike.
was unearthed.
Auto. Phone
the cross. Did he not have provoca- - HeaseJdnu.
atones.
The body will shortly be transported
To receive the port offlt lal of Mar- - tlon end yet did he brealhe out mal-Ba- l
to plza, solemn ceremonies being orFRESH CUT I I OWER8.
fief who want on board the ship to Ice? Children have malice but It Is'
IVKS THE FliORIHT.
ganized for the occasion.
welcome King Cambodia, tils majes- - of short duration. You may see two
ty set In state on the main deck ur- - children quarreling over a game bul
oiuin r Siilew Hook.
rounded by his suite In quaint cos-- I an hour afterward you will find them
We are In a position now to handle
W
tOttea. The king wore a smoking arm in arm.
in malice be es
your orders for counter sales honks.
silk brf eches, and a kind of ' ren."
Call
BS ii p and we will he pleased to
We should approach the child In give you
derby hat looped up with gold cockestimulen. Automntlc 'pho:K
ade, with the colors of hi- - kingdom matters of faith. The child. If yet so 128.
Representing Mauger & Avery
young
nn not to have learned distrust
ln precious stones. His sword had a
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Boston
from the world, will have Implicit'
hilt of gold set with dlsmonds.
Bookbinders,
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InPI
Thr nf the monarch's nemonal at- - faith. It believes what II
tendants stood neer him. one bearing- ' do not mean that Odd experts us to
tolden cigarette case, one a mad h exercise s blind faith. He wants us 'tatomntlc Phone 522
Colorado Phone 67
Yet
box with rubles while the third car- - to base our faith on evidence.
the evidence, how
led a golden spittoon. When the king notwithstanding
wanted a fresh clgarott lbs servant sadly our lives reveal distrust.
A
knelt and presented the rase, then the 'child Is naturnllv n believer. It learn
match-bo- x
bearer prostrated himself fear from fear which It sees in the
before his yoyal master and offered faces of those about It. The child Is
West Sliver Avenue,
It becomes an unbe Albuquerque. New Mexico
j born a believer
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Genuine Repentance

tearher.
A the outcome of the child' greater trust It has greater tranquility. It
haa its difficulties, but docs not lit'
awske nights worrying over Its mistakes. Whan its good night Is said,
it Is at peace with Ood ami all th- ,,rid. if
iy h .i the fcith or
hHhnn,i re srould ioon conquer the
world. As Dr. Htllls says: "Chara ter would be revealed by cuticle." Wo
would be living epistles of the gospel. As it ! most of us are dating the
events of our lives from some black
letter day of the past and looking for- ward to some black letter day In the
'future. It is so many years, we sa
since the children were down with the
measles, and next year there will be n
long winter and next summer a severe
drouth. With the child It is not so
Every future day is a holiday, and
there are no regrets for the past.
Finally the child lives In an atmos- phere of love. It knows no hatred,
The apostle Paul speaks of faith and
repentance and many other things es- HAAf lal In tho Hhrl.tl.m r..!iinn
huí
wnen hp (.omP8 to tne te!W of , h(.
speaks of love. He did not depreciate
eloquence but said that though a man
the. tongue of an angel, without
He
love he would be as nothing.
might have faith
to move mount- alns, but such faith apart from love
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in iña El Paso and out via Torreón and Eagle Pass, or vice
versa, thus covering the best of Mexico..

Up-to-da-

Grocery Co.

te

"Good Things to Eat"
Mall

1

For rates, illustrated booklets and full information,

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

call or write,
C.

self-wille-

MORNING JOURNAL

1

F. BERNA. Com. Apt.,
El Paso, Texas.

G. F. JACKSQIÍ, T. F. & P.

San Antonio, Texas.

W. D. MURDOCH, P. T. Mgr.,
J. O. McDONALD,
Mexico City, D. F.

i

WANT ADS

A. Q. P.

la0M'INTOSH HARDWARE SO
BRING RESULTS.

,

"COn-oiil-

-

"

--

SUCCESSORS

TO E. J. POST

4k

CO

vt

,

i

"
Galvanized

1

wij

l'n-fO-

n,T; kn;
íeSTÍÍ J3&u2?Tltr

,,. ""

?íl0

Ilg-er- ty

I

N

A Full Line of Iron

and

Wood Beam Plows
AT YOUR SERVICE

Albuquerque
Foundry and

Consider us nt your service In
Plumbing khk fitting, or, In fact, all
Work in our line, which we execute In
the mont skillful manner at moderate
prices. If yin, nee(1 your 8team neat.
ing apparatus or furnace overhauled
ti lcphone us.

lachine Works

R. P. HALL. Proprietor

oov-rw-

three-hundredt- h

1

-

Iron and Brasa Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cara, Pulleys, Grat
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings, Repairs on Mining and
Mlllln Machinery ln Our Specialty

We carry

the Finest Line
uaraen Hose in the Citar.

FOUNDRY
East Side RallrosM Track, Albnanerqne

STANDARD PLUMBING AND

BEATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone. R 284.
Auto. Phone 671
412 West Railroad Ave.. Albuquerque

j

child-Jacke-

n MAiir.cn

t,

i

Do Your EyesTiouble You?

-

j

I

W. J. PATTERSON

Livery and Boarding Stables

U

t

I EXAMINE THEM FREE
Fvery Pair of (Iiiksck Fitted Gmr
anleed Absolutely Correct.
No
Guessing Scientific Methods
ONLY USED.

C. H. CARINES, O. p.

Graduate Optician
With II. Yanow
11 R. R. Ave

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LENS.
NOTHING TO BREAK
APART OR INTEBFEBE

WIIH lill!

sight.

KN
íCV

" '
CVkftV
vrTTr.
.XvL
VSANUfrA(rrURED

--

rrSEB

BY

THE

OPTICAL CO.

Í

Monday, .inly 2. lOfi.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.

HEW RAILROAD

ID

The engine was not attached to the Colorado
and Iron coaipany ht
ears, however, and they started down Berwlnd heFuel
was presentid with a ofie
the track, butting Into the car of Ilea hundred dollar gold watch and with a
on their way and taking Ulem along,
e
tea set.
too.
Mr. Jennings thorough' v npprecltes
The car were going at a pretty mer- what has been done for him by the
ry clip when they struck the derailing men In the mine. THe superintendent
switch, each one shooting up Into the is highly respected by the miners. Hi
air like a rocket, as they Jumped the was a most competent man for the
track, and piling up in a'flne mess of position. He will leae a host of friend coke and ties.
and It Is regretted by all that Mr
The cars were smashed to kindling Jennings intends to leave Colorado.
wood and the iron work In them
twisted and beyond hope of repair.
OUNCE OI' PREVENTION DISIV- The w reck was off the main line and FECT Willi
EVREKA
WHITE
did not delay traffic.
LIME.
CHEAPEST, STRONGEST.
BEST.
ii. ui .v to.
REDVCED P NSENOER
HATES NOW IN EFFECT LINCOLN HOTEL MAN '
DIES BY HIS OWN HAND
Beginning Saturday the fare on all
Colorado railroads between Colorado
points will be assessed on the general Romualdo Montuno Winds Up Dc- baucli With Bullet in Bioln.
rate of three cents n mile. The heads
Romualdo Ifon tan o, proprietor of
of the passenger departments of the
Colorado roads are ngw figuring on the Commercial hotel at Lincoln, .".
the new schedules, which were decided M.. committed suicide at his home
on at the meeting of the Western Pas- Wednesday of last week at about
senger association In Chicago last :i. m.
Mr. Montano had been dribklnc he.iv- week, and the new rates will be anlly for some days previous, and is said
nounced within a few days.
Thols action was determined upon to have spent about $10t. of money
as the result of announcement mnde belonging to the Singer Sewing M;i-- j
by the Harrlman liner, also the Santa chine company, whose agent he was.
Fe system, that the 3 cent a mile fare After brooding over his folly for two
would be over them throughout the or three days he committed the rash
west and In Colorado. New Mexlcj, act. It is alleged that he had told hi?
wife and mother several times during
Arizona and Nevada points.
the past two or three days that he In-- 1
NEW SUPERINTENDENT FOR
tended to kill himself ,but no one took
THE GIBSON MINI" him seriously, shortly after noon
Wednesday he borrowed a pistol from
Colorado Mni Takes Charge of HI" a neighbor ond on the way home
'
Property Near Gallup.
bought a watermelon which he gave
Superintendent John Jennings,
Í to his children.
Leaving them to en-- '
the Herwlnd mine, has accepted a Joy their feast he entered his room
similar position with the American ana fired the fatal shot, which peno- Fuel company at Gibson. New Mexico, trnted his lungs. He lived about llf- lays the Arlnldad Advertiser. To show teen minutes, but never regained con- the high esteem In which Mr. Jen- sclottsness.
nings is held by the employes of the
Deceased leaves a wife and seven

children, thj eldjjst á boy about IT;
mo. youngest an imam 'less man one
year old Mr. Montano was a nntlre
of Lincoln county, being a son of the
lata Jose Montano.
He was well ed- .....I
knth Tti. 1'.
Ish languages and had many friends
In the territory

five-piec-

CARTHAGE

MIS

OPEN FOR TRAFFIC
Once Abandoned Camp Shipping Good Quality oí Coal
COMPANY
OUT

EXPECTS TO GET

100,000 TONS

ANNUALLY

c

Spurs

be

Immediately
Government
mine, the oldest coal mine In
Mexico, the Bernal mine and the old
Hilton mine.
There had been a railroad In operation from San Antonio to Carthage In
years previous, but upon abandonln;,'
the coal camp at Carthage, several
years ago. the Santa Fe tore up the
tracks. The resumption of work in
the Carthage mines was brought about
by the closing down of the Madrid
mines In Santa Fe county, and an increased demand for coal in the southwest.
The product, 50,000 tons a year, to
be increased to 100,000 tons annually.
Is taken almost exclusively by the Santa Fc railroad company.
Will

to

built
the

'

Xo matter where you jro, when you go, or how long
you stay, you'll need to he pMvistoned properly with
Clothing and Furnishings to enjoy complete comfort.

This store is amply prepared to suppfy your every
want in this connection with the essentials and also
the lesser "iixiii!,rs," and at prices consistent with good
quality.

'

'

TTie

profit

For instance

.nAne(Ict

0"t bin? ctNl.VillnKlmi-in.n- t
KING CACTUS
OIL ae.fr leivca cir.

OUTIXG SUITS Smart, stylish things in genuine
Homesspuns, hlue and black Serges and Flannels
superbly made, ready to put on and wear, and they will
wear S 00 to $20.00.

Prof. Dean's

.

King Cactus Oil
spc-tin-

ores.

corta out, sprains. lirultM,
ehapp'.'d

Lite--

mu-- t

KEGLIG&K SHIRTS

UI

and choice assortment

Imtnti.

barbed wire Ci.te on animal, him u
a.Ilefll, mato', Itcfc. nuJ ell hurto
of man or Least-

'

n

in all

extensive
50c up to

A particularly
the new fabrics

odJ

$3-50-

At ilrmnrtnu !: IV. .vv nnl II Nxtisn. :t
anil
deverntcii fa:m, or unit prrpatil !iy 1.10

UNDER WEAR, HOSIKRV.
NECKWEAR,
HEADGEAR All sold at tempting prices for best
grade goods.

manufacturer. OLNEV & ttfcDAID.
Clinton, Iowa, t ycur itn.ft.lrt WMirt
up.;y.

ior 810
ALL

ij

.

Your honest dollar will always find an honest bargain

ENTERPRISING

here.

H1KII1

DRUGGISTS.

2

M.MANDELL

Cmssrttfj.soantl
$4.00 Shots
Danlcp Hats
Ntttlttun-Shots

II

s

Fine Clothing

&

Mankattan Skirts
Barlá Wilson

Skirts

Jager Undcrsvear

Albuquerque

Furnishings,

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS

CHINESE COOK RtjS
DOWN BY SANTA FE TRAIN
Wan Kwing, a Chinaman, employd
as cook for a Santa Fc bridge ganp.
was run over by a freight train U
Flagstaff last Sunday, resulting In his
death the following day. He was attempting to board the train, lost his
hold atid fell beneath the wheels.
was so badly mangled that it was
found necessary to amputate one les
and an arm. The funeral was held
a
Flagstaff on Tuesday, CJuong Tons
Venn and Woo Man Tu

YOUH VACATION
NEEDS
$

I

I

1

The railroad from San Antonio.
Socorro county, on the Santa Fc line
fo the coal camp of Carthage, a
of eleven miles, is complete I,
and was thrown open to traffic last
week, says the Socorro Chieftain.
There had been a triangular dispute
over the right of way, which found lt.5
way into the courts, but was

from Carthage

o..

PAGE

The Soda Thirst

tikes. Plows,
Lighting Hay Press
R

It luis como and we wore never
better able to entertain It,
Treat your throat at

FIGURE WITH CS

our beautiful fountain.

down

Ruin

from Williams to attend the service?;.
Williams News.
RG

ROI'NDIIOISK
GOES UP IN SMOKE
The Arizona & New Mexico suffered
from a fire Monday evening. The
alarm was given about 6:40 p. m.
by the usual blowing of whistles, and
the roof of the roundhouse was found
to be on fire, blazing higii. Nothing
could be done to stop the lire, and it
burned out. In less than fifteen minutes it had burned to the ground. The
fire extended to the water tank, wide
was also destroyed. There was a pas
senger coach stored In the roundhouse
and It was destroyed. A car of merchandise, being shipped from Clifton
to Globe, and an empty box car were
also burned. Luckily the fire was confined to these buildings, and the depot
was not burned. The loss Is probably
$5,000 with no Insurance. The origin
of the fire Is a mystery, as there was
no (Ire in the building, and it had been,
more than two hours since an engine
had passed, when one of the company's coal burners had been in the
yard. A couple of years ago the Arizona Copper, which owns the Arizona
& New Mexico railroad, concluded to
carry Its own Insurance, a? Its property was so widely distributed, and Bin
then has hid two serious fires, a burned bridge and this fire.

N

I

SKI Mi

I

H

CORONADO TENT CITY
CORONADO

HANDLE
Margaret Hullett, a waitress at the
hospital
.it
Columbian hotel, is at the
Trinidad, with a fractured skull, and
It Is thought that she Is fatally Injured.
She, together with a party of friends,
went to Electric park on a Santa Fe
handcar. While returning home the
Hullet girl wan struck on the Jaw by
the handle of the propeller. She was
tbrrtwn clear of the track. The panv
were eight In number and were ill
from local hotels. Miss Hullett arrived here three days ago from Kansas

citr.

RUNAWAY CARS PILK VP
IN DITCH ON RATON GRADE

Five cars loaded with coke and a
carload of ties idled up at Starkvllle
yesterday, being prevented from running to Trinidad only by the derailing
' 'n witch.
TU.. ....bo pin .. wnrri flisronneeteil
...
.
a ,,1 ...
n,l tUt
.... to-.
h..- M hM,.
......
" i rom 'in'Iindcistnmllng thai Hie engine was to
hold them, did not put on the brakes.
,

-

'".

AMERICAN REACTS

Ml

"

J. KORBER.

CHERRY SISTERS

BEACH, CALIFORNIA

Corner Mnr Street and Copper Avcnoe

delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent tit reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, PWhing, Music.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad lares, etc.,

&

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

A

ASK ANY

O'RJELLY'S
W. L. THIMBLE
LIVKRr, FEED

New Phone

Buttor Length, Black
OloVeS,
While Silk
with handsome lace tops
while
extra length;
they lust, at per pall S'l

THE
,

or

4

at

Reason-

118

able Rutin.

12.

hc

.

.

NORTH SECOND STR.F.ET

Old Phone 2

EeNMIST

Albuquerque's

ap-a-Lc-

Free Booklet on the "Proper
Treatment, of Floori."

TRANSFER

AND

Class Turnoiitfl

J

CO j

STABLES

tint

16

C. A. HUDSON
Walt Taper ana

AGENT

Knyscr and Amslerdam
Qlovei.
('ilnts.
Silk
III.

Brightest and Best Store

ok, white, tan, modes
our regular 65c line.
out,

To OR

t

in ice ÓOr.

THE DAXLIGHT STORE

yy)ir

yotl S hould Jh0D- at

v have mi use for old goods, and will not allow them to accumulate. We are scrupulously careful about quail- ''''Hl '"
iood
vties, so that patrons will be thoroughly satisfied with their purchases.
are nol undersold quality considered. We carry large and varied
assortment, keeping; a sharp lookout for new styles. We allow no misrepresentation
this Is why the store has the name of being reliable satisfaction or your money back. Our sales people arc instructed to he courteous
and obliging. If you arc "sure pay" you can have goods charged, paying mo nthly.

w''

"this ftOTC

Soft, cool, washable, white Habutai
A timeiy sale of these wanted fabrics.
Silks, for which there are so many summer uses. These are of especially
good quality and at extremely low prices. It Is one of the best events this
department has ever announced.
25c
JIabutal at
35c Washable
4Kc
0c Washable
Habutai at
S5c Washable
Habutai at
0c
Otic
Hubutal at
$1.15 Washable
$1.10
Habutai. at
$1.35 Washable
!)0c Natural Pongee
at
ül-in-

It-In- ch

36-in-

36-In-

h,

TllacKGaff 7etas and Japanese Silks
(Only dependable Silks can be secured

In

. .

.

this section)

at
Black Taffeta
at
11.00 Black Taffeta
extra quality, nt
$1.25 Black Taffeta,
superior finish, at
$1.50 Black Taffeta
at
75c Black Japanese Silks, waterproof,
at
85c Black Japanese Silk, waterproof,
8Dc

ie

Japanese SilKs. ,

white washable

On

made of the well wearing fllorla Silk
splendid variety of handles best paragon frames
made for sun or rain $2.00 Umbrellas In every way at
the KCONOMIST while they remain at

h,

h,

1.25 each

Fancy Parasols

CREAM VKESS GOODS
The most desirable of this season's wool fabrics nt a very decided reduction.
lOfl
at
60c quality Cream Mohair,
75e
nt
$1.00 quality Cream Mohair,
at
$1.25 quality Cream Mohair,
Ooo
at
$1.25 quality CreamSlclllan,
73c
at
$1.00 "quality Cream Serge,
M0
at
$1.25 quality Cream Serge,
$1.10
at
$1.35 quality Cream Serge,
h,

h,

M

h,

h,

h,

. .

.

Our stock Includes everything new In the thin lubrhs and we have marked all
these goods at an exceedingly low price.
25c, 35c, 50c, 05c. 75c, 5c and $1.00
Dotted Swisses, all size dots, nt
50c
Scotch Swisses, well covered figures, worth 75c per yard, at
Silk Muslin, finely mercerized, In cronm and white, worth 50c per yd, at. .15c
10, 50c
Fancy Figured Walstlngs, In all new weaves nnd designs, at 25c,
French Lawns, sheer and fine, 45 Inchs wide, at 23c, 35c, 50c 75c $1.00, $1.25
lflc
India Llnon. 3tf Inchs wide, ti 20c quality, for
23c 35c, 50c and $1.00
Piques, all size widths, at

lid

LOfG CLOTH SVEC1AL
goods.

4
or 36 Inch Long Cloth, regular 12V&C
Coventry Long Cloth, pieces of 10 yds, reg. $1.50
Berkeley Long Cloth, 40 Inch wide, pieces of 10
Special, per yd
U'
piece.
tyhltti.CqUou Vnille, 86 Inches wide; regular 26c

Sale price special, yd.. 10c
per piece. Special, yd $L23
yds, regular $3.00 per
$2.2."

value.

Special at

10c

Women's Lingerie Waists

by actual count

$1.10
0O;
08c

for

$1.75
$2.50
$3.15
$1.50
$5.75
$6.75

for

for
for

for
for

white, pink and sky; each

. . $1.50
Values up to $3.00, at .
.. $2.50
Values up to $4.00, at .
t,ftO
.
3
Values up to $7.50, at
. $5.00
4
Values up to $10.00, at
Children's Pumsols are likewise reduced m close.

2

.

OOODfl

ri;im

Hons

ted for quick selling and
marked at popular prices.
While Linen Suitings with embroidered dots and small
figures, light and medium weight, formerly 75c, now
30c
reduced to per yard
light
grounds,
Organdies,
Figured
dark
nnd
Sheer
many dainty patterns.
Reduced from 25c to.... lHc
Knlrker Suitings', suttalile for mountain and children's
wear, strong pud durable, per yd
23c
Plain Colored Solscttes, plain or with embroidered
dots, this season's most desirable fabric, per yd.. 33c
Boma of our best grades

WK

ENDINO JUN. 301

60c

sleeveless,

knee length,; per suit

65c out size Swiss ribbed cotton Pants, umbrella style, luce trimmed and
tlght-llttln-

25c Lisle

g

knee; per pnlr
Thread Vests, silk taped.

3tc
60c
I5c

Special to close out

Dressing Sacques

1

wash

23c

hand crocheted yokes; each
di

i)

Knit Underbuear Specials

75c Sleeveless Veins, Imported lisle and mercerized lisle, plain and fancy

clear stock quickly of all our Parnnols. Nono
all go. Our entire slock divided Into lots to close
out as follows:

DLcim

any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $2
any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $2
any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $4
any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $5
any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $7.50
any Women's Lingerie Wnlst marked $8.50
any Women's Lingerie Waist marked $10

75c out size Union Suits, fine quality lisle thread, low neck,

Tn

No.
No.
No.
Nc.

1.33 fur

35c Sleeveless Vests, Swiss ribbed cotton with fancy luce yokes, colors

fharply Produced

LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT

"Department Special

-tucar

for any Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $7.50
S7.50 fur any Women's Wash Dress Stilt marked $10
$10 for noy Women's Wash Dress Suit marked $12.50
$12.50 for any Women's Wash Dress Still marked $15
$15 for any Women's Wash Dross Suit marked $20
$10.50 for any Women's Wash Dress !ult marked $25
All Finest Dresses and Suits Reilitcid in Proportion
All Wash Skil ls in a Special Reduction This Wet U
8.V75

Umbrella Sale best you ever bought at the price for
Ihey are all $2.00 values made to retail nt $2.00, but
surplus lots
tin undi rpi lee purchase of the maker's
comes straight to us at JUST HALF therefore $2.00
Umbrellas are yours at HI. 25 apiece Just 68 of them

85t

-

h.

White Goods

Heady

the Hargain Table

$1.(10

20-in-

. . .

Women9 s Wash Dresses

UM'B'RELLAS

69c

27-ln-

h,

At TVItEn
HY HANDCAR

,'W00

--

-

O'RIELLVS SPECIAL

I

SOUTIIKRN PACIFIC
GETS AFTER TIMBER THIEVES
Stealing railroad and bridge timbera
has become so common a practice
Along the main line of the Southern
1'aelflc Hi Arizona and New Mexico
that the company has determined to
resort to emergency measures to put
B stop to It, says the Tucson Citizen.
Whether the fact that the ties make
enduring fence posts or the 'desire to
take something for nothing Is responsible Is not known, but the fact remains that the company is out many
dollars owing to ties and bridge timber
which has disappeared.
The practice has become so common
and the thieves have become so bold
that they even go so far as to discriminate between the ties, leaving the
bad ones for the railroads and taking
only the very best ones.
The thefts have become so numerous and flagrant that the Southern Pacific has been compelled to send I
special agent on a scouting trip to visit
In
ranches and other habitations
search of the stolen property with In
structions to compel the payment of at
least twice the cost of the ties. The
experiences which the agent has had
are many and varied and the subter-fllffO- I
resorted to by people who are
caught with the stolen ties and timbers on their premises are many.
It was learned today that the Southern Pacific contemplated employing
a special force of officers and deputies
whose sole duties will be to look UP
stolen material, particularly ties and
timbers. Their Instructions will be explicit and will be to the effect that in
all cases where stolen railroad property is found charges of larceny shall b
preferred and every effort made to secure conviction regardless of what the
expense may be.
This action on the part of the rail
road company has been expected nnd
it will undoubtedly be made miga y
warm for all those who engage in the
practice, of carrying away the ties and
timbers, and If the practice Is not discontinued there are some who will undoubtedly find that the renco posts
from the railroad company will
come mighty high.

I'AV-

(Reduced to Clegr)
Time to buy If you want cool, t ummery Dressing Sacques underprlcedfigured and plain while Lawns, with kimona bnck nnd sloeves, full
sizes,; hundreds marked for clearance, and the prices SBo, 50c arid $3c
are down to about cost of materluls alone
W ASH PI n H O VI S
Many lots mnrked for clearance
HKBl'CKb plain nnd mercerized
Ginghams, striped effects or solid colors; madeNfull and trimmed
with tucked and shirred ruflles reductions average almost a third
75c $1.00 and $1.35
Spectul
SWISS CI'HTAIX SPKCIAI,
No. 663 Stylos of Striped, Figured nnd Plain Swiss Curtains,
ruffled
tOti
edges.
Special
Swiss ruffled edge curtain.
No. 120 Flue quality of
$1.73
Special at
$1.35
No. 80 Plain SwIks Curtain with lace Insert bolder. Special
W ASH DUINSI s si'H I VI.
About
dozen Women's and Misses' Wash Dresses, slightly soiled from
being displayed In decorating around the slorc. Suits among these
$2.50
worth up to $10.00. Choice of any In the lot
-

Cross-Barre-

d

1
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it CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

CORRALES BRIDG E

PAYABLE PT

ALL CLASSIFIED ADvTSKTISKMKNTB

TURNED OVER

10

Beer With Meals

COMMISSIONERS

It is reliably computed that
Westbrook

&

Company

practically

in

Com-

plete Contrae!

l

v

At-m- k

consumed in the world today is
taken with meals. Whether it be
with the laborer's cold lunch, the
repast or the "home
spread," observing ones must concede to good beer, the place it has
won as the nation's health beverage,
bon-vivan-

COMMISSION SITS TODAY
AS BOARD OT EQUALIZATION

At a meeting of the board of County
commissioners at the court house ths
morning the Corrales bridge ariosa the
Rio Grande as repaired and practically
rebuilt by M. C. Westbrook and company will be turned over formally to
the county. The bridge has been en
nmlned by County Knglnoer Pon J.
Itaiilcln. and I reported to be up n
specifications.
As repaired with
of new piling, flooring anj
timbers the bridge is considered strong
enough to withstand any ordinary l
tack by the freakish currents of the
Rio Hravo.
For months the hrldgo
had been In such dangerous condition
as to make travel across It extremely
perifous In the time of high water
The meeting of the commissioners this
morning is a rather important one as
It will be the last for the next twu
months. Mr Alfred Qrunsfeld, pn
of the board Is going I :.st Saturday to remain for that le- tth of time.
Ml sit as a
The board this morning
board of equalization at. will attend
to a big batch of Important business

t's

Oraran. Horsea.
Wagons and other Chattels: alao on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as S10.00 tend aa high aa $200.00.
Ixans axe aulckly made and atrletiy
private.
Time: One month to one
'year given. Ooods to remain In your
possession. Our ratea are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln ticket to and from all
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 !nd 4. Grant Bids.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
SOS West Hnl.rond Avenne.
FOR SALE
"
FOR SALE Cheap Furniture of a
Ave room house. House for rent, best
location In highlands. Must be soil
J4
at once. Address P. O. Box405.
buggy
FOR SALE Second-han- d
211
and saddle. W. H. McMilllon.
J2
W. Gold ave.
Small
FOR SALE OR RENT
dairy, W. II UcttlUlon real estate
J3
broker. 21 W. Gold ave
FOR SALE Tent house furnished;
good location, near American Lumber
Co., 911 N. Eighth St., coiner Marble
avenue.
gasoline
FOR SALE A
engine, all complete. J. F. Palmer,
if
50 X. First st.
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har- ness, cheap. 702 W. Coal ave.
FOR SALE $2.700 will buy a nlne-- 1
room brick house, bath, cellar, electric lights, lot 71xl0t), In Highlands,
close in. Cement walk, shade. P. O.
liox 218.

WIENER BEER
To be

Blatz Wiener beer possesses every eleIts very fragrance and "body" suggests at

ment of beer quality.
once the honesty of its ingredients. The Vitality of the
malt and the aromatic properties of the hops are manifest in every glass. The Blatz method of preparing the malt and
original style of brewing accomplish certain results peculiar to
Blatz Beers this is the secret of 'Blatz character.

MAKES DARING

I

Wiener as a Table Beverage

A display of the
nolucss and courage whb h has BB
the Arizona rangers celebrated thj
huut t ho country as efficient pea ce
'leers, saved
ho is
the life of Hanger Met;
at Silver Hell Sj:. .ay night,
says Hie Tucson Citizen.
pros. ,1 against
With a
Hanger Mot lee. without
his head,
turning around, grabbed the gun and
placed his thuin.li beneath tin cocked
hammer. When he ham in r fell it
struck his tumb, and Instead of being
a dead man, the ran,, - had Ufa
enough to place hi WC
murderer under arrest.
to murder
The mart .who atten
the ranger was Libra
Manus, a
miner. Mitren wan auge e l because
Ranger stoGee Mad arreste. i another
Mexican for creating a disturbance.
A" the officer was taking his prisoner
to the Silver Hell Jail, Marcus crept up
one arm
behind him. Throwing
around the officer's neck. Mf is.
with his free hand, pressed
shooter against McQee's head.
as pulled bark a' I
The hammer
to have attempted to escape would
have resulted n certain death. There
was hut one hope and that was to
grab the gun ami slick the linger under the hammer. It was i long shot,
but ftfcGee tried It, ami thai ha wai
successful Is evidenced by the fact
thnt he is still doing duly at Bllvei
Bell.
Marcus was arralgne before Justice
Doan and after a preliminary hear- er

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO

.

i

WOMEN

summit they encountered a terrific
galo and snow storm, ami il was only
with the greatest difficulty end some
hardship that they were able to proceed.
Mr. Douglass slab's that he
wi carried on a fast run Up lb''
slope for the last hundred yards iv

WITH BEING

the wind, which

Was

hae ever encountered.

the fiercest he
biting
The

rain and the stinging of the particle
of snow compelled the entire party to
over
tie their handkerchiefs
their
faces for protection, and long before
their return to the lower level they

w

over t await the
tlon of the gr ,nd Jury or a charca "f ANCIENT SUPERSTITION
assault with a deadlv weapon.
Ht
" ''IVEO NEAR SANTA ROSA
bond was placed at I 000. Ili' was
hrmlirtiP ... ftilo Oti. V... Ilm.i... Jtw.riff
Sam Me E wen.
Mickey's first prisoner escaped In
a caaa In Judge .Morse's court, a
the mixup. The ranger llrcl several
shots after the fleeing prisoner, but few weeks ago revealed a slab' of
they did not hit the mark.
uperaetltion In our midst only equaled by thai which existed in Massa
TIRED OF I II I: GALLFP MAN
109 years ago, says the Sania
It I chuaettl
sllooi s HIMSEI I
Rosa Sun.
II seems that one
Juan Gonwiles,
Sulfide of I. ending Member or Italian hulling
from some squeetered nook in
Colon j in Carbon City.
a wizard,
a
Monday morning the dead body a' old Mexico, posing as
"32 degree wizard." wbaever that
C Bono, an Italian, was found in himay be (we are not well posted in
le d by mother Kalian, says the Qallup witchcraft),
has been wandering
Republican Two buliel hob s arara In through
the country for .several
the body and a
covered months, trailing on the credulity of
with blood was found toar the body. the ignorant.
After being driven
A not,v;,N found in the room stating
sway from Antonchtco and various
that he, Bono, killed himself at
other settlements by outraged citizO'clock Sunday morning, giving as hi. en--,
he drilled Into Pintado Canyon.
reason for committing the deed that Hire be found material ready al lib
he was tired of Ufa.
bund, pliant subjects mid gullible
a coroner's Jwy era callad and in- - patients. One old woman, bent dOU"
tlgated I hi cae
The Jury found ran With rheum. il ism. le
and
thai the di sased Mine to his death by feeble. minded, engaged his services
his own b ind, the Instrument of death on bis promise io cure her.
After
helpr ;i pistol. At first there was mu a mummery, many epella and
come talk of murder but the OVldenc
he pronounced her be
witched, and picked two weak-mindShowed beyond a doubt that Bono'
death u,i: ii. id'' Bono shot himself d old women in vicinity as the ones
twice Apparently 'he tirst shot wis who had bewitched her. These two
women he look before
native justice
not f.iiai The nt úsale of the gun wa
peace, and b) his glib. peTSUB i
ploed und-- r hie chin .not the buliel of thetongue,
induced the justice of the
ranged upwards and eam
out nea: dve
to adjudge them wltchefc, and
thr eyes, the second find fatal shot
re.
ordl
placed In hit charge,
them
belro: fired Into the ch it near
Bono took and also solemnly charged them lO
From appaaram
obey the wizard in nil ihnigs,
another shot at himself, hut being
The wizard and ln: two assistants
weakened by the first two shots lie rtow
proceeded to cure the old worn- ot control of the pistol and the third an, They
rigged up a manikin Of
buliel went wild. When found Bon.,
igs with a series of strings, which
was dressed.
could pull and make this doll
The deceased has lived in Gallup for they the
bent shape of the deformed
some time, previous to his death being take
patient,
and used ull kinds of forms
employed by the Gallup Fuel com- and spells,
t,
all with no perceptible
pany Two years ago he was elect
Meanwhile the wizard abused
S member of the low. board but sei v
his two ignorant victima in such ai
d only a short time before resigning shocking way, healing them
With
it Is stated that he resigned be caul i nibs, threatening them with gUtUI
lie could not speak and even drugging them to a tree,
of the fact tt'
v to understand
English sufflcl
the where he had a rope to hang them,
proceedings of he board. Bono was and so thoroughly terrorized them
generally liked by his fellow country- that they dared not disobey him In the
men. He saved his earnings a. id ha least. They submitted to nil kinds of
the reputation of being a peaceable abuse and indignity, even ravishment,!
Is w abiding citizen.
till finally the people of the community awoke to the fact that they were
'
FANS!
F.LI
'
FANS.
Kir
harboring a charlatan, a miserable,
.lo-- i
IfMMM of de-rerelved
worthless fakir, and called upon the
immI
your
faith,
ome
make
celling
t
ml
Ithorlttea of Banta Rosa for relief.
o sheriff
selection.
brought the wizard to
o and dee
A full line of OOWMl
.:, and he had his trial
before
n
rlevii
al
supplb
unil
Morse,
fixture
Jii.lge
who. it Is needless to
trie
say, bound him over on three charges
always on band.
Mak your lionn and place of btisl to await the Investigation of the
ly Hw wa of onol grand Jury.
no- - attrai'ilvr
The climate of Guadalupe county
bright light, elect fir light. Sooth-ookii- i
nod i wtruciion lOOg not agree with wdznrds, and the
KltM'trlr
tf others had belter hunt a more con-- 1
Co. Auto 'oImhiv 4.15.
genial clime In Mexico.

FOR RENT Sheep range to lease,
fine grass, unfailing water, patented
lands; located In Sierra county. Address C. C. Miller,
Hillsboro, New

iJWIENER

Mexico.

FOR RENT 3 to 5 mom bouses,
modern, also storeroom. One house
furnished. W. H. McMilllon, real es12
tate looker. 211 W. Gold ave.
POR RENT Four rooms furnished
cheap for Bummer months with bath,
electric lights and telephone, 1 04 N.
Second s.
tf
FOlTTÍENT Two rooms for fight
housekeeping. 616 W. Coal.
Nicely furnished
FOR RENT
rooms, modern conveniences, terms
J2
reasonable. S20 S. Third st.
"
füTñTshed
Tiirec
FOR RENT
S.
rooms for housekeeping.
110
jr.
Broadway.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
house. Qood neighborhood, rent
reasonable. Inquire 603 S. Arno.
1R5r": ÍÍEÑT
room
on West Gold avenue. Address Box
13 8, city.
f
FOR RENT Rooms for housekeeping. Corner of Sixth st. and Railroad ave.
FOR ItEÑTFurr.lshed" room. 612
W. Second
St.
tf
Furnished" modern
FOR RENT
house; also furnished rooms. Inquirí'
5 o'clock at 014 W. Coal.
If
were covered from head to foot with after
FOR i CENT
Storage room for
frost and icicles. The view from the
top more than repaid them for their wool, furniture, etc. Larga building.
sufferings, but the advice of Prof, E. W. Fee. 620 S. Second st.
Douglass to the ambitious
is that
FOR RENT
and
the,y select a less threatening day for furnished, modern. Also modern
making the ascent. Williams News.
house.
Dr. E. N. Wilson, 406
S. Arno street.
F 'R REN v - Modern furnished
rooms. 500 South .Second St., Upstairs.
W. V. Futrelle.
u
FOR REN V
Pleasant furnished
rooms at 315 S. Third st.
if
FOR RENT Furnished rooms bv
the dav. week or month, also rooms
for light housekeeping.
Uva
Mrs.
Flaming, lis West Lend ave.
tf
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED- - Woman lo cook for four
or five people. Best wages for good
1

MILWAUKEE

STERN, s;iiLoss .v CO.. WHOLESALE DEALERS,
Albuquerque, Sen Mexico. Tel. Auto. 177.

CHARGED

1

re

61 3 W. Gobi ave.
cook.
A girl for general
WANTKD

Apply rH w. Railroad
WA.N'TFD t.'om ne tent girl
small family. Apply mornings
n. Eighth street

I

j

i

I

I

k

vAMI',l)

ern;

nam

springs.

repared M
The undersigned
cell br;i'ed
make trips to and froi'
Any
JKMEZ IRIT SPRINÍ...
desired can be secured from
Ceorge H. Moore, No. 113 West
T j0ILV!3T0N.
Infor-ITiatl-

'll
i. E.

sun I'rnncl-M'IVnk.
P Smith, of the University of.
V.
A. E.
ami
Prof.
Oulld
Arlsont ''
Dougl
all of whom by the way.
are verm tui.. made the trip to Ke
summit oí the San Fram Isro peaks on
no u p ". uu
tveuneeduy. going
the
peak.
When
highest
l"

o

j

of

4

WANTKI.
Fiiinislied bouse,
rooms with bath, on

WANTED

TODA

Y T O

THE

GREEN TAG

GENUINE

LUMP,
C

O.

Now

KIIMMKIt'.'

AMEHICAN
niiOt'K
S5.50 PER TON. UAJ1.N

Everybody is going for there are
more and bigger bargains than we
have ever offered heretofore & &

t,

1

DR. W. G. SHADRACH

Practice Limited
Eye. Ear. Nose. Throat
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office 313
W. Railroad av.
tü'unfcrJLto l2a.jg 1,S0 to 6
DHNT1STS.

DR.

J. E. KRAFT

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms IB and 16 Grant Flock, over
the G'olden Rule Drv Goods company.
Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 164.
E. J. ALGER, p. D. S.
Offices: Arimlio block, opposite Gol
den Rule. Office hours. 8:S0 a. m. to
12:30 p. m.: 1:20 to 6 d. m. Automatic telephone 462. Aonolnttnent
made by mall.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist
Auto Phone 691.
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, ever
Learnard and Lindemann.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. SPENCER
V. O. WALL1NGFORD
Archi vGotfi
Rooms 46 and 1 7, Sarnett Building.
Both 'Phones.
CIVIL ENGINKERS.
J. R. FARWELL
"D Engineer.
Room 23, N. T. Arm lis? building.

vi:rn.;ii ri.n.
L SCHNEIDER"

Dn. F.

Veterinarian.

Office 4 24 North Second street. Phones
Auto 311, Colo. Black 35. Residence

phone Auto 74 7.
UNDERTAKERS.
A. BORDERS
City Undertaker.
Black or white hearse, $5.00. Commercial Club Building. Auto telephone.
316; Colorado red 116. Albuquerque,
New Mexlc v

ISAKFIUEK.
KRJ0AD. P1KS AND rAICHlS TVUllvered to any oart of the city, wed-

1-

ding cakos a specialty: satisfaction
guaranteed.
8. N. Balling. Pioneer
Hnkerv. 207 Sooth Flrt street.

A.
Real

FLEISCHER
Estate and Loans,

Fire Insurance,
Surety Bonds.

tl'i

VJ.tiuo

brick cottage, bath,
electric lights, barn, corner 'ot, 60i
142; N. Second street.
11,100
frame, new, barn,
shade trees, city water, high location.

frame. cottage, bath,
etc.! S. Arno street
$l.loo
frame cottage, bath,
Eicumu iigius, Close in.
le.eQO 4 double houses, close In. Income $80 per month; a good In ves -:
went Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
$3,300
brick, suitable for rooming or boarding houss
on H'ghlands.
$2,600
frame, bath,
lights, treer., shrubbery, lot electrlo
75x142,
Fourth ward.
$1.300
frame, near shops.
$2.2,r,0
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees ano shrubbery, corner lot, f,0xl42.
$3,300
brick cottage; modem
well built; large cellar; good barn;
trees and lawn; fine location. West
Tijeras road.
$2,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built 8
t-

1

N. M.

Any person who desires to protost
of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial rcasm

agalnit the allowance

under tho laws and regulations of the
Interior department why such proof
should not be allowed will bo given an
opportunity at the
d
e
time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL It. OTERO, Register.
above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Simon Stern, the R. R. Ave. Clothier

e.

(Small RolClng Claim No, 1G21.)
Notice lor Publication,
Department of the Interior, United
Slat, s Land Office.
N. M., June X. 906.
Santa
Notice is hereby given thai the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim under sections
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
C'fi Slats., 854). as amended bv the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats,
Arno st.
470 1, and that said proof will he made
before United States court commis- Money to r,nii on Good Real Retóte
sioner a I San Rafael, N. M., on the
"i ltau; of I merest.
I
tli day of July, 906, viz:
Matla
Concha for the small holding claim
No. UU, situated In Sec. 20. T 10 N .
A K
id Magazine
R. 7 W.
Is worth a dozen lying around loos.
He names the following witnesses lo We can hind them in
attractive form
prove his actual continuous adverse for $1.00. Better bindings
a llttlo
possession of said tract for twenty higher. Just call
Automatic "phone
yi arl next preceding the survey of the 128 and we will
be glad
township, viz: Gamls Leeds, of La- your magazine proposition.to talk over
guna, N. It; Josecllo Ross, of Laguna.
II. S. Lllhgow &
.,
H, If.; William Paisano, of Laguna, X.
Bookbinders,
Journal Building.
M., and Martin
Luther, of Laguna.
1

SALE

Bid.

JAOOO

llanos, siotes, furniture, etc., stored
safely. Ratea reasonable,
The go- curlty Warehouse ami Improvement
t o. unices, tirnnt hlm k. Uolh pie
,V

6-- 8.

Tuberculosis treated with High Frequency Electrical Current and Qerml-cidTreatments given from 8 a. m. to
4 d. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
DR. J. H. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque. N. M.
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whitlmr Black.

city.

i

Roomers and boarders

410 s. Rdlth st.
trrcMiAUB.
GOING
AWAY THIS

PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST
N. T. Arlmlio
Room

South Second Street.
Autoinntlc 'Phone 328.
FOR SALE.
$1,800- .frame, bath, electrlo
lights, lot 50x142, in Highlands.
$2,000
brick cottage, good
cellar, burn, etc., g. Edith street.
12,100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
$4.000 Two good houses. 5 lots,
shade trees, room for two more
iiouses; dose in; N. Sixth street.
$2,2r.O
modern adobe, 'well
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
Good
outbuildings, trees ind shrub33
bery. Fouth ward.
house- $3.000
cement finave. tf
ish dwelling, bath, etc. close In.
I.
Í2.J00
In
frame dwelling, oa
corner close In, lot 76x142, fine
at Ids
shade trees.
if
A Hue piece of
business property for
sale.
mod-higSome good ranches for sale close te

lands,
v. o. Box i3.
w A xfi-firHorse for keeping,
quire nt 5U3 S. Arno.

j

stage to

3

IfKOrESSIUNAl..
MALE HFJLP WANTED.
"dairymen. Apply
WAWrÉD-Tw- o
J4
E. H. Becker. N. Fourth st.
WANTED Solicitor for city work.
Address X. Y. Z.. Journal.
WANTED At ence, first class waiter at Santa Fe restaurant, under Savoy
tf
hotel.
WANTED
Laborers, native and
white, and ell trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestlo
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite restaurant. "Phone 379.
ATTORNEYS.
R W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office In First National bank building. Albuauerque, N. M.

two-stor- y,

work.

I

ed

tf

W. Gold ave.

I

The hop bitters act as an appetizer and digestant and the malt is nourishing and "foody."
The result is eminently satisfying. Nature knows the value of Blatz Wiener as a dietetic.
Intelligence fosters Nature's demands. As a culinary adjunct Blatz Wiener is the beverage
par excellence. It gives you that well fed feeling. Order a case sent home.

.l

FOR SALE Soda fountain. T.
Topham.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
bop !es at Alnuuuernue Carriage Co.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Four room modern
house, close In.
Five room modern
house, furnished, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 room
houses for rent. L. T. Delaney, 215

health inspiring, appetizing, nourishing the

beer must be good.

a--

Money to Loan
Furniture. Plano.

On

five-hor-

AN ARIZONA RANGER

Ing. was boi;

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

1

-

ti

of all the beer

one-ha- lf

i

AITVANCTB

F. H.

MITCHELL

CITY

SCAVENGER

f iff Ice: Cor. Second and Coal
Colo. Phone

177

Auto Phone

414

E. BELL Rankin & Co.
J.
Livery, Feed
and Sale

..STABLES..

Hoarding Horses a Soeclalty.
Saddle Horses.
U4 W. Sttve Avenue. AJboaueroae.

ITRJR lNSUItANOS
REAL KSTATB
LOANS

I

Automatic Kbone 411
ROOM 10. N. T. AllMJUO BdCDUfC)

THE ALBUQUERQUE

im

r. July t.

SUSY HUM OF

mm
DOWN

How to Make

$500

AT BELEN

COMMERCIAL

INTEREST. NO NOTES.

NO MORTGAGES.

f 25 TO f 150 per lot.

NO ASSESSMENTS.

Scud for Illustrated Booklet.

TAXES PAID. PURCHASER GIVEN
Free Automobile

IM-

ride to see tlte Property.

i

University Heights Improvement Co.. 119 S. Second St., First Natl. Bank Bldg

CLUB BUILDING
FINISHING

TOUCHES

NUMEItOl S TESTIMONIALS OP ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES ENAH INSANE LAGUNA
DORSE THE M EDICT NAD EFFICACY OF THE
Things at the busy 11!? railroad PHYSICAL
renter of Helen are lively these days
Recording to the tale of William Berber, the picturesque promoter of Ih
in
cut-ocity vho is a member of the
i
firm known as the Helen Townvlte and
SQUAW CREATES
I
Improvement company.
He reports
that Grant Brothers, contractors for
the Bio Puerco end of the Belon cutoff, have egtaMlxhed one large camp
K
rour miles from the depot, and will loCO
cate another in a few dasy nearer the
town.
One hundred and fifty men
with two hundred and Bfty fat an I
muscular Missouri mules are hard at
work with the big grading outfit and
Qulckel X Bothe of .eigiT's Cafe, and Oeorge K Neher
WALKED FROM (SLETA IN
the line of the grade is rapidly taking WIFE MANAGED TO GET IN
of the White Elephant Local Dealers
form as a broad yellow streak across
GLARE
NOONDAY
DURING
MELEE
BLISTERING
BLACK EYE
the sand hills and the mesas. Grant
Brothers have an unusually good lotof
on
mules
this job and as the work Is
LAS VEGAS, N. M
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
in charge of "Jim" Cashion, one of
a Pueblo Indian
One
Stubbs.
vocation
Charles
the best foremen In the business, the
graders are splendidly generalled. switchman and fad physical culture,
from Laguna, created somewh.it
The 28 miles of the Bio Puerco was placed carefully In the city house of a sensation at the Santa Fe station
end of the cut-ohave to be finished
and Harvey curio room last night by
in record breaking time and Mr. Cash-ion- , of detention yesterday In company her erratic behavior. The woman had
placThey
were
his
half.
better
if anyone, is the man to make a with
evidently completely lost her mind,
ed In separate compartments, howev- probably as a
new record.
result of the heat. She la
Is
Mr.
er.
Stubbs,
to
who
have
said
The excavations for the big round
Under middle age and a rather good
In
manipulating
been
lantern
the
the
Is
house nearly completed and foundalooking type of Pueblo. She was seen
tion work will be on In a few days. local yards, became engaged In a Sat- for the first timo at the station yes- urday night altercation with Ills wife terday afternoon, and was said by th s
The upper strut ture will be of concrete, first class in build and convenand to relieve some of the surplus po- Isleta Indians to have walked up
ience.
With gas conies comfort. Saves time and lessens labor. No coal to
Track to the approaches of tential energy he beat his wife up se- twelve miles from Isleta in the heat
carry up; no ashes to carry out. Saves nl ft. A great deal of coal Isn't
the roundhouse is being laid, as are verely with various objects which of yesterday. Last evening she at
also many sidetracks to accommodate came handy, including a broomstick tempted to
burned anyway, it s carried away by the ashman und that's Just s
a number of Pullthe large number of cars Which are and a hatchet handle. When arrested man cars onboard
much waste.
No. 8 and 1 and
trains
shortly to arrive with materials for by Policeman Bossi he was found to
h
n,nint,in,i ii,,,n
new
the
Harvey eating house, depot, have a well developed black eye which
of
to get on.
Her disheveled
machine shops and other division was duplicated by his wife, the latter allowed
created more or less
point buildings which are to be erect-fi- d be tig arrested at the same time. They na)r and Plothng
oxcltement In the crowd of tourists
within Ihe yard limita.
Gas saves money. Don't have to waste it in getting up heat. It's
will have their hearing this morning.
She
for the supper hour.
Belén Is getting busy these days, as The woman is said to have been nerl- - topping
ready ill a jiffy. Don't have to waste cash AFTER the cooking Is
wen,
ntn
tne
ranm
and
cllri0
her
it Is the junction for all trains now ousiy injured.
done, as you do with coal. Turn off the (as and you turn off the
strange
suspicions
the
behavior
excited
arriving from Ihe east via Willard,
waste.
Cías Is better lu every way saves time, dirt, work, worry
of the clerks who thought she was
Sunnyslde and other points on the
and money, besides giving a wonderful amount of comfort, which
WANTED.
away
councarrying
from
the
articles
Many passengers and much
At the economist, an
boy of ters. She was searched and found to
folks never dreamed of before.
freight are arriving daily, making about 16 years of age. errand
big
carrying
be
or
two
three
bundles
connection with the trains running
Ranges on Exhibition at the
of waste scraps of paper that she had
d
north and south. Hotels are
BUILDING.
ELECTRIC
picked
the
station
around
nil
rooms
and
scarce.
Mrs. Mary ESTANCIA PEOPLE FEEL GOOD
The Isleta and Navajo Indians gath.tordnn opened a new rooming house
ered around the weeping qnaw In a
Inst Monday and all rooms are now
'Automatic 237
Colorado Telephone Red t)8
sympathetic circle, but all they could
being taken up. The merchants are
make out was that she was from Labeginning to feel the impulse of new
OVER PROSPECTS OF
guna. Her mind was evidently wanlife in the little metropolis and trade
dering, but as she showed no disposiIs brisk, requiring an
Increase of
The Albaqnerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company
tion to be violent, she was left to the
clerks wlchln the past month. The
ARTESIAN WELL
care of her fellow Indians. PassenJohn flecker company wholesale and
gers from Isleta said a crazy Indian
retail establishment
has found It
woman iimtoiilitcrilv Mie same tried
necessary to engage four new clerks.
Comer Fourth and Gold.
to hoard n train there earlv vesterdnv
The new law prohlbltng the estabOn last Monday night everyone in morning, shrieking and endeavoring ro
lishment of saloons within three miles
of a grading camp hag prevented any the large concourse of citizens of the tear off her clothing.
valley gathered in the hail of the
new licenses being granted.
In
"payday drunks" are not so Walker building w is made to feel
good
over the prospects for the arte
qmrh reared by the citizens as in the
'li vs of 1903 when the work began on slan test 'well, when it was announced
t he
by the secretary that $2,1 lit had been
grading.
DURING VACATION
f t'rof.' lf'oenchell, or Baton, has clos- paid In, in cash, for the purpose of
WILL RETt'RN ABOUT
ed the county school Institute wlib h drilling for artesian water, says the
JULY Bill
has been in progress the past two Estancia News. The subscription! so
weckfi under the management OÍ Jesus far received amount to about $.1.400,
D. D. S.
B
F.
I'. Saiuliez, county school supciin-tendvnt- . which leaves a balance of about $1.39(1
The session was well at- yet to be paid, and most of it will be. ,
the committee which nas worked
tended and Prof. Hoenchell's work
so faithfully in bringing about this rewas highly commended tor its
and high standard. Exami- sult was given a rousing vote of
nations were pasaed and certificates thanks, and asked to continue in Its
good labors.
Of course much more
granted to all candidates,
The fine Commercial club building money will be necessary before the
artesian water is flowing from the
Is about ready, now receiving Ihe finBILLIARD
ishing touches, it will tie formally earth and flooding the town and val- - POOL AND
opened during the coming
month ley, but thlp amount already raised
When the dedication Is expected to be will allow the Incorporation of the
thin
In keeping with the dignity and high association or company and
PARLORS
purpose of Its erection and future contracts can be made on a business
AUTOMATIC PHONE 292
usefulness, a committee or arrange basts, as no contractor desires to do
COLORADO PHONE, Blk 93
Individincnt.has been appointed by the club business with a company ofcorporate
to prepare a program suitable to the uals unless united Into a
occasion.
Six new members were ie body.
Things are moving nicely and the
eelved at the last meeting of the asprospects for artesian water In the
sociation.
At the
Wheat is ripe for the reaper and valley were never brighter.
Rates-Fou- rth
the farmers in this vicinity are busy same place on next Monday night a
harvesting.
The increased acreage stockholders' meeting has been calleda
planted this year will result In the to choose permanent officers and
biggest wheat crop in the history of board- of directors, and to adopt artiEvery share of
S 3
th's part of the Bio Grande valley. cles of Incorporation.
ir
Tickets will be sold at one fare for the round trip
ten dollars worth of stock is entitled
Alfalfa is coming in In large quanis
It
tities. The big wool clip continues to a vote at this meeting, and
tn all pofrttH cast and south, where one way rate is
to come in steadily from nearby and urgently requested that as many of
pres-i
possible
be
distant points and Helen will soon the stockholders as
N Cheap Tables or Broken Balls.
$7.50 or less.
justly lay claim to being the chief ent.
valley
who
In
have
the
Any settlers
wool center oí the territory.
Quod
One fare for round trip to all points on Coast Line
not as yet paid anything toward this
bonum, felix, fasu faustum que sit.
Monday
BUT
FIRST
EVERYTHING
so
nxt
before
do
can
fund
to Needles and intermediate h ints.
night and still be entitled to vole at
CLASS AND
Development nt Blnewnicr.
Surely no one can afGun Mulholland returned the first that meeting.
Special amusements at Flagstaff, An.. Consist
of the week from Blue Water, where ford to let the opportunity go by unworthy
ing of Races, I arades and Ball Games.
Straight Pool. . . 6c per cue
he Is sinking a well for an artesian improved of aiding in such
flow. Mr. MUtholIand states that the cause. The finding of a flow of arte.
per
cue
Ball
15
Pool
.7!c
enhance
will
valley
Tickets on sale July 3 and 4.
Blue Water country Is In a way to be- sian water In Ihe
.6(k: per hour
Billiards
come very prosperous. A company the value of every claim several fold.
Return limit July 5.
has purchased a large amount of land If you have not already done so, gel
and will at once begin the construc- In the band wagon and be In the push.
tion of a large Irrigating dam in a
M. OÜSSAROFF. Prop.
EUREKA WHITE LIME WILL
natural reservoir water course. The
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
plots, hot crack, pop OR BLISTER;
land will be sold In twenty-acr- e
ARCHITECT D 1
107
the company guaranttelng water and INSIST ON YOUR
2nd.
S.
St.
tf DIME 01U0,
a gross return of $4.000 for eai h SPECIFYING IT. IIAIIN & CO.
twenty acres if the buyer puts the
ground to raising onions. Besides the
land projects a large sanitarium will
be built by the company. The Santa
Fe, It Is rumored', will build a large
modern depot at Blue Water and will
make other arrangements on their
property. Blue Water Is fifty miles
test of here Just over (he line In Valencia county. Gallup Bepubllcan.

CULTURE

BEA MONEY SAVER
And

FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY

oti

ff

IT

IHE

TAJTlJiG
TRY IT! TRY IT!

EE VS Ofi

GOOD

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CO.

ff

Discharge the Ashman
Cook With Gas

..

rut-of-

in- -

Round House Site

Prosecuted Rapidly

GETTING

Lots

50-fo- ot

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

LOUDER

MEDIATE POSSESSION,
At

PAGE FIVB

$5i a MonthBuy some of those Beautiful, Level

on an Investment of only

NO

Work

MORNING JOURNA'E

Burn Grs Insieevd

MELINUEAKIN

Than a Home Owner.

.WHOLUHAXJB

Liquor 41 Cigar Dealer.

Provide for the Future.

Exclusive Asenta for
Yellowstone and O. F. C Wolfs,
Moet A Chandnn White Seal Chaos
nane. St. Iyouls a. B. C. Bohomlaa
and Jos. Senilis Milwaukee Bottled
Beers, and Owners and Distributer
We opened for Subscription ,lulv 1st.
of the Alvarado Club Whiskey.
a new scries of monthly payment savWrite for our Illustrated Catalans
ings installment stock. .$1.110 per and
yrlee list.
month will cany n $20M)() share.
AiitonvttJc Telephone, lit,
Also a scries of prepaid investment
Salesroom, ttt South First Street. stock imylng H ier cent Intercut on deALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO.
posits of $100.00 and upwards
literal withdrawal privileges on all
stock.
We will loan you money lo buy or
Ituilil you a home al once if you
THE WKI. FARR COMPANY
n stockholder.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer la
The
Building ft Loan!

BEGIN NOW!

Fresh and Salt Meats

Association, of Albuquerque
ROOM
11.

1.

GRANT BLOCK
II. TITLTOX

Secretary
information desired

Any

furnished.

BAUSAUE A SPECIALTY
FOR CATTLE AND HOGS BIGGEST
MARKET PRICE PAID

The Crystal

Patronize the Old Reliable

Ctvsh

Ice Company - we manufacture

f.

ICE

con-gate-

NOTHING BUT

WHS

a

One

RIO (R.ANDL LVMlibkv COMPANY
Sash and Doors Piirti" and GkVss
Contractors' Materials

OFFICE CLOSED

--

BOTH PHONES

ut-o- ff

COPP.

BRUNSWICK

The Only First
Class Billiard

PARLORS

I I1IRU
ejv

USE DIAMOND ICE

Cheap

of

0 MAKIjVL

I

July

-

the City.

.

.

R

R

té

Both Phones

"r'sessH

Special Rates to the East
Now is the time to take that trip hack home. Take advantage
of the low rates to the east. Tickets
on sale at special reduced rates for
the round trip from June
to
30.
Chicago and return, $53.35.
St. Louis and return, $47.85
1

Sep-temli-

M7

On the following dates the Santa Fe
will sell excursion tickets to principal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michi- -'
ran, Missouri, Nebraska, North Da
kota, South Dakota. Wisconsin and Wyoming: June 1 and 2.
also June 9 to 16, inclusive, and July to 10, inclusive. Call
at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below find a
few principal points.
Chicago and return
$51.50
St. Louis and return
46.50
Memphis, Tenn., and return
$48.65
: . .;. . . .$39.00
Kansas City and return
1

Return limit on all tickets, October 31, 1906.

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

aBBBBBBlB

1

MEM'S

For prompt and courteous treatment
and the very choicest of meats you will
make no mistake by milium on Enill
Kleimvort, 112 North Third street, or
telephoning your order In.

UJSPDEH. WEAP

We have the best selected and largest assortment of Men's Underwear to

be found in

this city.

Come in and we will prove it.

ADAMS & DILGARD

Men's Balbriggan, in white, brown, blue or pink; full fashioned; an extra good garment; per suit only
Men's Imported French Balbriggan, the best article on the market; per suit, only
Fancy Balbriggan, the very finest, in neat colors; per suit, only
Fine Black Lisle, guaranteed stainless, nothing better to be had for more than we price this; per suit

IASPECT

FUNERAL
DIRECTORS
119
Embalming is Our
Specialty
Cor. "Fifth Street and Railroad Avenue

WEST GOLD
AVENUE

OUB

STOCK 'BEFO'RE

3UIffG

E. L. WASHBURN CO

$ 1 .00

$1.50
$2.50 and $3.00

...$2,50

iage

six.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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Published by the
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COMPANY

D. A. MACPHERSON, President.
H. B. HENINO. City Edlter.

W. & BURKJ.. Editor.

Everybody

'

fcv

lhaV1

Fiddle

all run down."

S

T,1

...

flebv Federal éBuildm

I

it.

Everybody's Baby Is the Prettiest
Everybody wants the Prettiest Gocart,
Everybody can get It at Emmons".

".'3"

mod--

era, lo.oo.

.

--

--

Mitchell

Wafons

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

B. RÜPPE

Front

Drug 60
The WilliamsFRONT
THE BLUE

Both Telephones.

THE
PRESCRIPTION

160-ac-

Railroad Ave.

e,

post-offic-

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
J.

A.

m

Money to loan in sums to suit at
cent on approved security.

First St.

403 S.

4GÜ

W00TT0N

.,,,.,.

C. H. DVNBAR

I

I

iw

...

Going A way for a
Vacation ?

at-w-

123

W. P. METCALF

Why If Was Adopted

The latest discovery as advanced by
tii" Almanac In the medical department of that Invaluable publication Is
GOOD DEAL of public Interest, or publli curiosity, has been
a ted bj tht hen sting cure for
rheumatism.
fhe fact that contrary to the Judgment of all the foreign membei .There lias, however. been a St rone
trace of wMspishncss in the utterances
W I
of the hoard, the lock style has been adopted for the Panama canal, of the Antique for sometime past.
type. The matter Is one which the
Instead of the
p,i.U)s i n ry
American ottiaen knows very lltth about, but the most of ill may be able to
ATTEMPTED ,I.II, DELIVERY
gather some Information on the subject from the following remarks by O
Breen Tolls Ijis Vegns Officers That
Chairman Shonts. In a recent Interview he said:
He Won't "Peach."
J. T. O'Breen pleaded guilty to the
The facts are that the plan indorsed by the majority of the consulting
charge of attempting to assist nrlarfn.
hoard, and known as the Sta-lev-el
plan, declares for a lock at the Paclfli ' ers to eseane
from the raimt.. ir.ii ot
end.
It is not a straight unhindered waterway from ocean to ocean, hut his hearing Saturday afternoon before
''eace D- Otero In Las
a narrow, winding, tortuous sewer, rut In many places through solid rock
vegas, and1 he was bound
over to
and but 150 feet In width. The proposed eighty-fiv- e
feet lock canal is await the action of the grand jury In
entirely different, and can be built in half the time and at half the cost ths ,um "f '.500. In default of ball
of the other.
In operation It will he both ulcker and safer for the
larf
ships, although for small vessels it will be a few hours slower than the other
,Ip refused to talk about his crlm-- :
type. Its capacity, based on thirty-fiv- e
wno
years of Suez canal experience, will be Í?
ÍL'
tit,
to
a01
that he had
adequate for .'00 years, and whn ready to be opened It will be complete. If been nim
caught with the goods and he
the time ever comes that It ill b necessary to enlarge It, It can be enlarged
-- lng to take his medicine.
Hi
""leers that they could kill
.
..
nt n cost r.,r
K.n ,.,.m
-- y ....
com
me
mm
nuiai. ira
If they cared to but they coul
or operation, added to the cost of building, at 3 per cont Interest, It will not Kot him to "peach" on anyone
effect a saving over the.
cnnnl of $2. .100,000 a year. The estimates
PROVE IT ANYTIME.
for the
canal btk Into consideration a current of 2.B miles an hour.
Hie Evidence of Albuquerque
with eighteen streams emptying

HOUSE

ilve'

sea-lev-

tSftl
af

?íi

.

vi

l!fí

!'

K R

ViM'
WHICH
USES Foil.

AftTICLEi?
FIND

lirias & Co., Proprlet
First Street arid Cold Ave
lloth Fhoneg
H.

...

".

.i

it,

ts

sea-lev-

.

one-hal-

line

You Need a Pair of Our

"''''t

Low

Leather, Hnrncss, Saddles, I.ap
ers, Uli'ps, Axle Oils, Etc.

Dust-

I',

and the cost

small. We have them.

Is

First National Dank

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch

Effective December

Eastbound
11:00 a. m....Lv

10,

105.

STATIONS

Westbound
Santa Fe
. . . Ar. . . . 8:30 p. m
12:51 p. m
Lv
Española
. . .Lv. . . . 1:26 p. m
rnlmetto Roof IV.nt lasts Fl.-- Teart 2:11 p. m....Lv
Embudo .
. . .Lv. . . .12:26 p. m
and Etops Leak.
2:00 p. m
Lv
Baranca .
. . .Lv. . . .11:36 p. m
Cash Paid for Hides and Petta.
:02 p. m
Lv
. . . Servilleta
. . .
Lv
10:29 p. in
08 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
4:32 p. m. . . .Lv
. . Tres Piedras
. .
. . .Lv. . . .10:00 p. m
6:45 p. m. . . .Lv
. . . , Antonlto . . . .
Lv. . . . 8:10 p. m
8:30 p. m. . . .Lv
. . .
Alamose . . . .
Lv.... 6:40 a. in
2:60 a. m. . . .Lv
tlilMir. fWiwniEMCHFnuLE
Pueblo
.11:05 p. m
....Lv...
4:36 a. m. . . .Lv
aMÍMl UkW
Colorado Springs
...
:40 d. m
...Lv.
A RlTV CiRTair; Rinas far
7:80 a. m
Uinf,n.
Ar
Denver
Lv.
7:00 p. m
ran.
sr
i'tm
ar
Hawi
ft
ttcüm OHfutml
Moil,? R.for.lnl
Sent pr'ixM
Connwioiis At Antonlto for Du.ungo, rillverton and
id. ti.uu per nx. h in Mf .l t.iem on trill 'fl he held for
points.
wlten relleefl. Smnpive e'ree. It your drnlit
e
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via Internadla
Lit. tbri i eenrl your rilere tu t
either the standard
gauge
lne
via
La
Veta
or
Pass
narrow
gauge
the
UHITfD MEOICM CO.,.riT4 CoNOUWR.
line via Salida, making the
etnire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Royal Gorge,
also for
all
Doiiits
on
Creede branch.
Sold In Alhiio.iier.ine by the J.
top
v.
pan
O'RIelly Com
at Embuda for dinner where good meals are served.
Tin
'' A' 1C"VLr- - A S "AUNliY, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
Auto. Phone 311
Colo. Phone Blk 33
.

si

c.r

B01

Shoes

A

to wear through the hot seaRuy them today and he
comfortable. We have a big assortment and you can get Just
what you want at a price that
will agreeably surprise you.
Men's Oxfords', gray canvas,
at
$1.50

SSS!ÍtSm

j?

Men's Oxfords,
tun

'ut".!'''!

I

m

4f

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO

son.

I

5S3.

Is a necessity

.

&&2

newspaper and thought they
help my daughter and we pur-lchased a box. In a remarkably short
time the medicine took effect and a
'"e
"topped the backache,
Hn "r''l""fer
P'P'iwd to recommend Doan's
Kidney Pills"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Mllbur- n
cents.
Co.. Buffalo, N.
THK Pullman Sleeping Car company han managed to maintain ill prac- I., sole agents ror
the United States.
tical monopoly hy making arrangement with the railroad corporation" which
Remember the name Doan's and
haul Ha rar. If th tranportatlnn cotnpanleg are prevented hy the new take no other.
rile hill from (flvlng uperlal favor to the Pullman, It
Biwlneiw Without Syatcm
reaonahly certain
that compet.tor w. .trlve for .he profltah.e bulne which ha made the
Pullman company one of the
paying concern In the world. In that event Methods. They can he adapted to anv
there win urely b an Improvement In the quality of the car and the I
to"? "r mnU' 8neel" ca"
be
character of wrvlce futnlehed by tplhg car r ómpanle, and. lot u MM, I BU
Ckl t
ah abatement of the eieeMlve ratei charged by the Pullman concern. San ,now you ,,K advantages of using
loose
leaf devices.
Francisco Chronicle.
H. S. I.lthgow
Co.,
ilookblnders,
Journal Hulldlng.
THEY ay that all Russian llame ure spelled phonetically. If they are
The Fraternal (Tflton of America
It must sound to an outsider aa though the whole nation was suffering from
paid Fllommena Pallidlnot widow .f
chronic catarrh.
Gaston Pallldlno, the sum of 11,1 21. ho
through the local secretary, Mrs. Ida
"WILLIAM JEMNINOS" modestly Intimates that If the democratic party M. Mason.
can stand It a third time, he can.
National Cash Regltrrs.
E. M. Howard, sales agent for the
National Cash Ileglster Co.. of Doy-ton- .
LAWYER PATRICK Is giving the state of New York a long run for
Ohio,
at the Elite hotel to
money.
somebody's
until July 10. Automatic "phono

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

Mill Co,

.PILLS.

i

J3SÚwVlVl?to

at a price never
id In New Mcvico.

.

People

T

Mexico

Phoenix

tllO

Paints, Oils and Vanishes

The dally evidence

citizens right
here at home supply Is proof sufficient to satisfy the greatest skeptic.
No better proof can be had. Here Is
a case. Riad It:
...
.. n.
V,
n r.
II .
K
'says:
0nP of mf daughters suffered fiom
for,"lut piB months or
year. Sometimes It was so bad thatI
was completely prostrated for a

J.first
6.street,
BALDRIDGE
albuquerque, new

south

ETC.

THOS. F. KELEHER

irs

tel'tVl

cross-curren-

405

The Superior Lumber and

The Al varado Pharmacy
13.

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

We will be jrbid
;vc estimules on niiylliini' I'rom the mill
wort, of ii home lo making a
window screen ami will 'ruuran.
Butisfactloa.

VVILL

se.i-lev-

Into the canal Under such
conditions in a canal of 150 feet wide, and with big ships moving at a
speed of four miles an hour. It would be Impossible to operate them, and th"v
could not negotlnte the ranal under their own power. And the
estimate makes no provision for turnouts and broadening at curves, which
would be necessary at once. There is four times the degree of curvature and
twice the amount of curves in
f
the distance than Is to he found In
the full length of the Sues canal.
Hhonts thinks the lock canal ran be complajed In eight years. He estl-'a"- e
mate, that It would have taken twen.y years to bu.ld a se.-i.r- .l
canal. Pres.-- $
dent Roosevelt showed a flne appreciation of the temperament of the people
of this country when he threw his influence n the balance for a canal of th- type. ur. as a people, are so Impatient of nothing as we are of delay.
We do not care especially about the cost of a thing. All we ask is
that those
i
fly.
in charge make the dirt

U'Oltli

at" inpt

Planing

-

523?

i

o T II

Bald ridge's is the Place

is

Cream

A X D

Arenas

331 Gold

und Superior Plaining .Milis, the
maolilncry heiiif; of (tic latest
mid hest makes, uc are prepared lo do ah kiniN ol' Ml I.I.

Talc inn Powder
Witch Hazel

to

j

BUILDERS,

Having consolidated

Toilet Water

J

Money to Loan.

To Contractors

i

a

Votary Public, Insurance, Bonds,

is

Colo. Phone. Black 144

i

wnlcn the
erator can't hear the conversation of
subscribers. The company that first
hito ins u win nave a strike on Its
hands.

per

South Third Street

few small ranchen, ranging from
three to ten acres each; all under
ditch and under high state of cultivation.
Also, desirable lots lu the diffcreut additions to the
Wc have several small cottages, well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

CO

8

Dealers in Real Estate

A

Denver papar speak of a "pure
&
fool bill'" which really might not be Corner fiM
so
inapt
applied
to some of the
T IS rlalmerl bv those who oucht to know that the session of conarÉSS
measures passed by the
wise
can point to a greater men. Many a truth Is national
Just closed, breaks all
often spoken
through
a
typographical
bull.
in
held,
debate than anv other session ever
number of words spoken
Hut It can be Bald In explanation, or paliation, that unusual Induce-- I
Tfce Almanac declares the standard
ments have been held out to debaters. Topic has followed topic of Interest10' ,,H' legal profession in New Mexico should he raised,
we won- to the whole country, and many of them new.
No man has felt that he ,er if Max Is thinking about the
repeating himself, or threshing over the old straw of others. The railroad torney who beat the Almanac's can- ilM.!,. f,.l' ...'.jwi
,.i
... - nr...
inf .34111:1 V
.......
.......
rat,, Kill .1 ..,rtf
"ii.T
4
'
e
..i i.ii ,K nil. i.Liun ni.vii I., .....I
iiiki itiuii'UKII HUI IIul
If you arf, better come in and
j
of the discussion was In the key of legal distinctions. It was nevertheless illumrnuaaerpnia doctor declares it is
possible for short men to have their
let us supply you with some ininating to the general public in what it contained relating to transportation height Increased
'by having their legs
expensive urticlf.s you may ne
and the obligations of common carriers. Let debate thrive. The country lengthened. The trouble is If a man Is
to make your out more enjay-abl- e
short no doctor would tare to pull
lives upon what men of sense and information offer. Some of the congresshis leg. Houston Post.
ional talk may lack In substance and value, hut when the subjects are worth
An unfeeling Pittsburg genius has
while and members get Into their strides the time consumed Is well employed. Invented
a telephone on
opIS

A

& MYER

WE HAVE FOR SALE

'""M";"".

Another Record UroKen

re

FOR RUNT
frame, close In. plenty of
shade, nice location; $20 per month,
nchldlng w irer.
Five-roodwelling, modern, closo In,
nice location.

LOVE, Prop.

Auto phone

m

a.

West Railroad Avenue

Six-roo- m

All kinds of mill work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

Blx-roo-

m

117

FOR SALE
ranch near Kennedy, small
adobe house, good cellar, 10 acres
fenced, some fruit trees on place;
plenty of good range and water for
stock. This place is easily Worth
$xno. Any reasonable offer will be
considered;
Nice residence lots from $50 up; very
liberal terms.

DRUGGIST

20 - West

r:wlf'

For prompt service, courteous treat-en- t
and careful dispensing go to
The Busy Little Drug Store,
at 117 West Railroad Ave.

FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN

for

1

Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Phone 177.
Corner Coal Avenue and Second Street
West End of Viaduct

Uhe
Wholesale Grocer 'Blue

Apt

;

The Furniture Man.

Putney

L. B.

FOIt SAL- TLarge and small ranchea for sale near
In. Tract of laud on the Mesa, east
of the cltv.
Some fine lots on Tijeras avenue; alio
on West Coal avenue.
House and 3 lots on North Fourth st.,
14 rooms in a fine location.
Lots and houses for sale In ull parts )f
the elf?.
Four aures of land In the city limits,
wich rood house and stable, fruit
trees, etc., In a fine location.
house on West Coal av.: up
to dat :C.900.
Lot on West Ooid av.. near Sixth st.
Corner Iron av. anil Edith st.,
house; modern: lot 75x142 feet; flne
good stable. This
cement
property will be sold cheap If taken
at once.
Housqgand lot on South Second at. between Lead and Coal avenues, at a
bargain.
house, two blocks from
with two lota. House well
furnished. This property is In one
of the best locations In this city,
and is for sale at $5,500.
Brick house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2.600.
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lota, on
North Second street,
price, $2,650.
brick house, nearly new, mod- em improvements, at 13,160, on
North th street,
house, furnished, good lac-I- n
tion, $1150.00.
frame In one at the best
locations on Broadway at a bar- gain: modern
Seven-rooframe house on a corner
ie Highland;, with bath.
Uot 60x
142; In a fine location, $1,700.
house, North Fourth street,
with 3 lots 76 X142 feet, near in.

D. EMMONS

4J

Women's
canvas.

S

white
to $2.25

d r e n'a Oxfords and
Slippers
$1.00 to $2.00
1

1

F. T. Schmidt, Prop.

421 X. Second st

Gro88,Kelly&Co
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
WooL Hides

a Specialty

.25

Women's Slippers, kid or
putent kid
$110 to $3.00
C h

STADLES

or
.$1.05 lo 91.00

Women's Oxfords, black or
tan
$1.50 Jo $:!.."()
'

SANITARY HOARDING

black

Oxfords,
.

19e.

Price, $3.75.

See window display.

house North Fifth St., J30.00.
house South Third St., (20.00.
house Broadway, 8.00.
HOUSE ITItMSlIKKS. NEW AND
4 rooms furnished.
1.0.00.
WE BUY HOUSK-HOI.Two
houses, S. Broadway with SECONDHAND.
GOODS, ill W. C6t
AVE.
bath. $20.0 each.
O. NTRISE.v, MANAGER.
house, S. Arno, modern, $25.
Two tents, E. Railroad ave., $8.00.
house. S. Edith, modern, $25.
Two 3 room houses, Marquette
ave.,
$12.00 eaeh.
brick house, N. Second street,
modern, $20.00.
brick house, N. Fourth street,
Hstabitshel 187$
modern, $20.00.
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On Celebrated Wake-

;

sfde-vr.lk-

j

Ml

AVF-

UULJJI

Six-roo- m

full-fledg-

I

field line.

or IHTUT.

FOR RENT.
house North Fifth st..

"Once In a while the New Mexican
securing ol that appropriation of a hundred thousand dollars, by
Is human,"
observes the Almanac.
Andrews, for a federal building at Albuquerque, was an ROW isn t that
handsome in the Al- achievement, under the circumstances of the case, such as is rarely manac
member of congress, much lesa by a
equalled by any
Tnere wpre
ivnl
r irlnfl,iak(i
fortunate in having 'hocks In íouth Wales last week and
Mr. Andrews was particularly
"voteless delegate."
S:l'd l
Influential friends among the Pennsylvania members, in both houses, and he
red .are
or
on
.New
on
benefit
Mexico
for
the
several
has utilized them
occasions
Ooverment meat Inspectors would
this occisión especially. In a way that the people of Albuquerque will appre- have
their hands full examining: the
canned territorial officials at Santa
ciate and remember.
Fe.
After a bill for an appropriation had been Introduceed and failed, the
The adjournment of congress may
chances In our favor did not seem to be worth considering, especially as
possibly
an extra touch of eneverybody was anxious to ge everything out of the road as speedily as pos- thusiasm put
into this year's Kourili of
Hut Mr. Andrews clung tenaciously July celebration.
sible to clear the way for adjournment.
to his purpose, he took the one chance In ten thousand and determined to
P.iterson, New Jersey, has under- a mammoth
secure the insertion of the Item In the general bill when the measure wn? taken
contract she
threatens to sue for libel any and all
a course so rarely taken that Senator Bailey questioned Its
In conferencepapers that say Patereon is the head-- !
ffort succeeded, the item went in, and became a part quarters of anarch
Hut the
regularity
of the law.
Mr. Bryan told friends across the
This insures the erection of a government building for pnstofflrc, mar- pond that he would visit Europe again
a few years.
He is expected to
shal's offtre. and quarters for other federal officials, on the lots which the substitute
a European saunter for the
government baa already secured for that purpose on the corner of Fourth conventional Salt river excursion,
and Hold avenue, north of the Commercial club. It is probable that the
It Is said that Miguel will return
plans will contemplate a better building than can be put up for the sum from his European trip next Tuesday,
and
named, but after that sum shall have been spent on it, congress will not part will be in New Mexico to tike
In the statehood campaign,
one
hesitate to provide the means necessary for Its completion, and we shall have would think that Miguel had had
Pilce, J3.600.
a public building which the people of Albuquerque, and especially Mr. An- - enough.
ilrews will have reason to be proud of.
The Phoenix Uenublicm declares hi
BUSINESS CHANCES.
' I
hat W. C. Daniel brought into the 0f-- 1 Goodl ranches near the city for aale
at reasonable nrlees.
lire a rattlesnake folk- siv feet i,.,,,.
i
But this is
stranger than nianv- "
II
. imrnni,
I nlf i,
things the Republican has been see- rAJ!
P,,tr
(I ,. of ,.,.u.,t,
ing lately.
resnli-ninnd

rHE

'S

Monday. July
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I sell

$. REAL
IPTO UOAM UN WOOD
TATKJ SECURITY AT iow
Jt
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REALTELEPHONE
ESTATE

Mr. Rockefeller complains of being

I

(n

COLUMN

but

ion

mal boys In Trinidad are sai l
OP NEW MEXICO, SI IMPORTING TTTF. PRINCIPLES OK THE REPUII- - to b rushing: the can.
UCAN PARTI' Al l THE TIME AND THE METHODS OF THE REPUB- Wlth tne
Mr whi, of Nev.
I.ICAN PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.
York City it was a ca-- e of TrWlfl
dynamite.
'
UMfftr circulation than any nher naticr la New Mexico. The only paper
Thp Evening CitlMm has not milled
-year.
la New Methro limed e) day In-- .Uie
,,
- t r--r
canard for ao long that It la feared
(r
r
ifr-- t '
-- " ''
'
''C keg S empty.
.
mlleier tli-- n lu Inmlrfnl
"TI... lorn In. Ji.ri.l
to any other paper Ul AHmqaerqae or any oilier dolly In New Mexico." The
Mob law seems to be the only form
American Newsimprr Directory.
of public oplnirn that has much effect
on the aulomoMlist.
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
$5.0
Dally, by mall, on- - year In advance
Hereafter nil rattle will he required
.CO to wipe their feet before entering the
. . .
Daily, by carrier, one month
Chicago
stock vards.
&u
Dally, by rasll, one month
Congress
adjourned and the
. - .
- NEW MEXICO hospital andhas
.
AtBUQCBRQC
tunitariuma ure filling ii
with exhausted legislators.
MONDAY MORNING. JULY Í. I90
Whatever hand wagon Mr.
gcis on it will certainly cut doivn
the passenger list considerably.
The Almanac has nominated 111 i
Taft for the presidency. Bvervonj is
wondering how Roosevelt will taka

T.

JOURMKE.

Second

vac

t.ikex

Father.

Entered at aecond-clas- s
mutter at the po.it office at Albuquerque, N. II.,
a.der act of congress of March 3. 1879.
THE MORNING JOURNAL IS THE LEADING RKI'l B1J "AN PAPEIS
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ALBUQUERQUE
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A-

VEfJAB

A Good Place
to while away the weary boon.
All the Popular Oames. Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday

U0

JOSEPH BARNETT,
Pronrletor

W. Railroad Ave.

El

Grjt

Southwest and Kansas City, St. Lonla, Chicago
and all points North and East by the

Pgog.

South western System

PelU

Choice Liquors Cerved.

ta

Between the

Rock Island System

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms

Nigh

Communication Made Easy

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way
with two
through trains daily, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers
serration Dining Cars, CHalr Cars and Coaches. For any trin' oh
any time TAKE THE SO I Til WESTERN.
anr-wher- e,

1 ef

Full Particulars see any Agent or Address

CARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STii

r

M

Monday, July

2.

lOe.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
-
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REStlMPIION BRINGS FEA R OF YAQUIS TIES

B

LIFE

10

ONCE FAMOUS

IN

SONORA

GRANT COUNTY

FIVE MEXICANS

CAMP HAS BRIGHT PROSPECTS
(Silver City Enterprise.)
Pinos Altos is being reinhabit.il
gradually but surely. The once famous gold camp which was the scene
of a great rush of California miners
both shortly before and after the civil
war, and which later was the scene
of great activity under the Hearst
regime, is again coming to the front,
and will soon blossom forth fairer and
busier than ever before In Its history.
The history of Pinos Altas is similar to that of nearly every other mining camp in the world, dependent upon the varying fortunes of the uelvcrs
after mineral for its prosperity. It has
had its uns and downs, and many of
them, has been given a "black eye" bv
unscrupulius parties who have had u
selfish end in view, and In other ways
has fared badly of late, but with Uio
advent of the Comanche company Into
the district two years ago, UUngs began to look up and they have bivn
looking up ever since until they ca.i
look no other way. The Comanche
company acquired the Hearst properly
two years ago, and they have been
working steadily ever since developing
their mining properties, cleaning out
old abandoned shafts, opening therein
new ore bodies and In other ways doing merely work which was necessary
before any real mining could be done.
Now this preliminary work is nearly
completed, and the company will soqu
be ready to do business on a large

SLAIN

BY BLOODTHIRSTY

SAVAGES

(El Paso Herald)
the well known
mining engineer and geologist, who
i
returned from u month's trip through
central and southwestern Sonora, re- ports that the mineral industry In
thai section of the state is almost
wholly paralyzed. Fear of the Ya- quis is given by the mining men of
that section as the cause of the ces- sation of mining operations, and tales
of Indian depredations brought up
from below indicate thai Yaquis fears
are not groundless, .by any means.
Mr. Probert made the trip in com-- I
Pan' with Colonel J. L Wood, who
has attained considerable prominence

Frank

H. Frobert.

TWENTY-SIXT-

Works.

Bobbins and Eckerd are also running the old Stanley mill on ore from
u nearby mine and are getting good
results.
The empty cottages in the camp,
which have long lain idle, are now
being rapidly filled, and inside of six
months there won't be a house obtain
able in the town. A good class of miners is being employed by the C
manche company, and the results the
highly beneficial to the company and
and to the camp.
F. G. Davidson and company, the
largest mercantile store in Pinos Altos, are occupying the old company
store of the Pinos Altos Gold Minim:
company, and have large, roomy quarters, which they are rapidly filling up
with merchandise, owing to the increased demands upon their stock. The
Saturday night I was there remind d
me of tin- old times tn Pinos Altos in
the days ot the Hearst regime, when
the store employed an extra force of
clerks on Saturday nights in order to
wait on the customers who stood three
or four deep before the counters waiting their turn. This scene was enacted last Friday night, but it will not 'je
long before every mercantile establishment In the camp will be taxed to its
capacity. They have been quietly preparing for the "good times," and they
certainly deserve them If there Is any
virtue in perseverance and sticking to
It. George Norton, the veteran merchant who has dealt in Pinos Altos
for so long that he can tell it by th"
smell, has moved his stock of goods
Into the corner store building opposite
the Davidson store and Ills fitted up
the same in a substantial manner. He
bus also added a large fresh stock of
W. K Watson is also doing a
goods.
nice mercantile business even at this
early stage in the game, and promltasj
to get his share of the business when
the camp shall have fully come Into
its own. Miss Lee Is proprietress of
the Post Office store and carries a .
lect line of confections and notions.
Two barber shops, a Chinese restau
rant, and two saloons complete the
list of business houses. The camp needs
a good rooming house and it Is under- stood that this demand will be sup- piled shortly. Dr. Huff, recently of
Westphalia, Kas., Is the company phy-- 1
slclan and has fitted up very commo- dlotis quarters on the main street of
the town. Dr. A. K. Bcherman Is also
practicing In the camp.
Sine
the boundaries of the Gila
forest reserve were extended to In- elude Pinos Altos that camp has
headquarters for at least one
ranger and sometimes two. At pre- Hanger William Ooddard Is ata- Honed there, while Banger Waha Is
stationed to the north. Both rangers
ride the reserve every day looking out
ar flres, and tbev have already put
out a number of Incipient biases,
Which would have resulted In the loss
qf considerable timber.
--
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As the Season for Wesh Goods advances
The Globe Store finds that there
is n overstock of

I

PRINTED
MADRAS CLOTH

-

on our shelves. These goods are of the latest patterns suita-abl- e
for all manner of warm weather wear. But they must
be sold to make room for goods that are on the way horn the eastern
markets. In order to interest the ladies of Albuquerque in llvse goods
they have been placed on the bargain counter at

ANNUAL NEW MEXICO

20 CENTS A YARD
and will be sold at that price so long as they last. While there are
many different patterns the first purchasers will get the choice. Better come at once you will make money by buying.
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Surburji's Grain Plug Cut Tolimco Slake
2:20 Trot. Carnation Cream Stake
2:13 Pace. Mo1 ft Clinndon's While Seal Champapie
2:00 pace. Mitchell Wagon stoke

THE BIG GLOBE SIGN onWest Railroad Avenue marks jhe
to the store of reliability and fair treatment

Toti&Gradivi.
Dealers in
OROCE1UKS.
PROVISIONS. DAT.
UKAIN AND FUEL.
or
Pine Une
Itunoruk Wines. Manors
ami ("Isars. Ilic- - Your Orders
Por This Line With Us.

a

$10.000

.

Slake

Puises for Baseball
Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

$1.000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

noIitii

am.gin-2i- 7

NEW

MEXICO

i

third stuptct

$ 1,500
$ 1,000

Cowboy Relay Races
Ladies' Half mile Race
Maiioeuvcrs by United States Troops
Baby Snow
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma Ball
Carnival tiraction, with Twenty Bis Shows on the Streets

berger

Wholesale Flonr and Feed
l) E A l E R

Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Fond.
Crushed Oyster SHellA, Chicken
Bone, Beef Scrapi, Native Salt and
other Sttiek and Poultry Food.

West Gold Avenne, Albuquerque.
Auto. Phone 626.
GAME IN SEASON.

Ill W. Copper
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STONE HOTEL
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Special Rates to the West

Beat of AceoniiundationH

Otero's

Rath House
Connection.

Run

In

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en
joy the change. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Lih-erlimit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
For other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, June, July,
T. E. PURDY, Agent. August and September.

al

stop-over- s.

--

MRS. WM. ROGERS.

Prop

I
A. E. WALKER

CARNIVAL TO REIGN ALT THE TIME

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual nulldlng Association
217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Automatic 'Phone 721.
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Uhe Future

Railroad Center of
TopeKa
The

Located on the 'Befen
The new City of Belen is

THE GLOBE STORE

li--

HEAT MARKET

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
Is now open nil the year around

$i,ooo.tu

en-tran- cc

Km press, "MnseB Itest," "dolil Real,"
"Blanco,"' "ÑoVtft star" and "Mountain Ruse" Flour nt wholenale.
Kansas and .Native Hay, Alfalfa.
Outs, Barly, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
While and Ren Jlran.

Fresh & Salt Meats
211

dif-

.

Andrea Romero, Prop.
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Purses for Horse Races
2:1H. Pace.
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In addition to the Printed Madras Cloths we are offering many
ferent Summer Fabrics at Bargain Prices, and it will
please us to show them to all callers.

a
a
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1906

?

nothing

ABe

?

to 22, inclusive,

Quarter
of a
Century
hut

e

a

17

Fairs for a

i
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of Peliabttiiy

The Store

'

Albuquerque, New Mexico, September

Cut-o-

31 miles south of Albuquerque,

ff

of

N. M.,

Atchison

f3L

JVebv

Mejcico

Santa Fe Haitboay

Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

The Helen

VSohan

is at the junction of the main lines of the

leading east and west

and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

ARB THE OWNBPS OP THE BELEN TOWNSITB. Consisting ot ONE THOUSAND RUSINESS AND RESIDENCE '.,0TB, (alia 15x141 feet) fronting upon 0 and
itrwU and avanuaa, RIGHT In the buatnen
center of the NEW C1TT and directly upon tna Santa Pe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Sar.ta Fa Railway company la now grading Ita etenalve depot grounda and yard limite (00
feat wide and
a mile long, (capacity of aewenty mllea ot aide track) to accomodate Ita NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depota, HARVET BATING HOUSE, Reund House, Coal Cbvtea. Wuter Tanka, Machina Bbopa, Bte.
70-fo- et

THE CITY OF 3ELEJV
Haa a po;ulatlen of 1501, and several large Mercantile Houeea, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capaelty 160 barrels dally: winery, etc. It la the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay
and fralt
In New Meilco.
From Ita location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and West, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico Ita future growth a a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Onlveston and the Pacific Coaat. The water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
Belen haa a IU.0OO publlo school house,
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurante, etc. It needs right nor a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug atore, harness shop, etc.
THE LOTS OFFBRBD ARB
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. Ono third of purchase money cash;
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with interest at sight par cent per annum.
Title perfect and warranty deeds
given. COMB BARLT IF TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further partlculara and prices of lota csJI In person ar write to
twe-thlr-

ds

Jn

i

mil

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHi BECHE. Vresident
--
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as a mining promoter, and through ous points on tit trip north, but at- out the trip they were accompanied soiuteiv no information could be
by an eeCert of Mexican vaquetee 4n.
as m whAt'they were surveying.
plate of soldiers.
At suaqui
V Battle Mr. Probert
From Montezuma tlie party went tol sa. Dr. Bur on.,, the merchant ant
Suaqui. ant from there to Pres. then m i Ing item upitkai age turn who has
going west to Soyopa and Tayopa. the
ready begvnfpperatioiis on his no'-- ,
formerly with
latter place being only several miles mine. v.
from the Chihuahua line. At three the Transvaal ujiper company, is iu
places along the trail Mr. Probert charge.
states that vivid Indications of Yaqui
depredations were encountered.
IX THE GOOD OLD FASHIONED
n s.
At Puerta del Sol and Pueblo Ala- mos, two murdered Mexicans were
found, and at Santa Barbara three Powdered Wigs Formed an Important
Vl uiu i to aVGeutlcnian's Apparel.
men had been killed by the Indians,
It is safe to sav that the majority!
in each case the murders being com- of bald jut n of today would gladly
mitted for the purposes of robbery.
Mr. Probert said that the heift of revive the old, dignified custom If they
the country was terrific, and that could. But, they can do the next bestj
when Moctezuma was reached it felt thing to ii. that is. hold on to what
like entering a refrigerator.
People hair they have.
who have been in Moctezuma can im- In cases where the hair root or
agine that the heat must have been hair bulb has not been completely
intense south ct there.
destroyed by parasites that infest it.
Other probable reasons for the Newbro's Hsrpiclde will do wonders
seeming paralysis of the mining in- - in the way of encouraging a new
dustry In, central Sonora are given by growth of hair
Destroy the cause,
Mr. Probert. He states that the fact you remove the effect.
That is thí
many
so
surthere
are
thr'
railroad
successful mission of Herpiclde. Sold
veys being made down through
by leading druggists.
10c in
Send
may be responsible for the lack stamps to The Herpiclde Co., Detroit.
of energy displayed by mining men Mieh.
B. H. Briggs & Co., speei il
who are all anxiously awaiting defi- aents.
nite news of the coming of the roads
before they start active operations.
XOTICE TO W ATE ft COXSCMERsJ
Ib.Vltlt. m.l nnvoJOo at itf
llf.ttr.id
The Guaymas road has been
to Toritt and the grading crew flee of undersigned between first and
Is now about forty kilometers ahead fifth of moath.
of the steels layers at present. Other
WATER SUPPLY COMPANY.
Ü1" West Gold avenue.
engineering outfits were seen at vari

H

Hca'.e.

The narrow gauge railroad has been
completed both to the Hearst and Gill
lette shafts, and for a piece of daring
engineering skill commend me to the
Pinos Altos narrow gauge line. The
narrow .string of rails winds up ami
down these mountain sides In a seemingly most haphazard fashion, and yet
there is a "method in the madness,"
as the little Shay engine follows the
track up and down with apparent ease.
The line will be built right into Pino';
Altos to get the ore from the Kept
Woman, which is on the outskirts if
of the town. The mine is running
steadily and is working a day and
night shift. The hoisting engineer n
this mine is Jimme Bell, (he bright
young son of Frank Bell, and althout-only 17 years of age is holding out
of the most responsible
position
around a mine, and is giving eminent
satisfaction. Jimmie has a very bright
future before him in the mining
world.
Over on the Gillette side of th
mountain is a scene af greatest activ
ity. The Gillette shaft has been cleaned out to the 500 foot level and work
will not cease until the shaft is in
good working order to the 900 foot
level. Work is also progressing favorably on the Hearst, which is one ;
the largest properties fn the bunch.
Mr. Joyce, recently of Duluth, Minn.,
where he had valuable mining experience, Is the affable superintendent A
all the Pinos Altos mining properties.
Mr. Hawk Fletcher is foreman of the
Hearst.
Johnnie Fletcher and M;'.
Blankenship are hoisting engineers on
the Hearst, while Mr. Kendall is hoisting engineer on the Gillette. All are
young men, and while all are holdluK
positions of great responsibility, a'i
are giving entire satisfaction.
The Mammoth mill is again running under the management of Walter
Brandis, and Very good results are being obtained. The ore is from the
Mammoth mine near by, where a force
of men are steadily emplyed.
In the
mill William Jones lh the efficient engineer and Ernest Cothrun the fireman. The concentrates are being shipped to the Silver City Reduction
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UP MINING

PtNQSALTOS
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WM. M. BEHGE-R- .

A
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Secretary

v

age eight.
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Goo. W. Hlcko

Bhe Hickox Maynard Company

I

Are Exclusive Representatives
The Oorham Manufacturing Co.. Sterling Silverware: The Libber Co.,
Artistic Cut Glass, and The W. A. Plckard Hand-painte- d
China
Bach In Its class, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our stock of
Diamonds "never before ao complete." 'TIs a good time for Investment, as Diamond are rapidly advancing In value.

Th0 Arch Front

South Second Strut

mint mm
WKATHER KoitKt ST.
Washington. July I. New Meslen:
Pair In the west portion, showers In
the east portion. Tuesday fair.
Arizona Fair Monday and Tuesday

j
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Brady, of Chicago, Is In the city.
W. L. Perkins, of Chicago, is in the
city on business.
E. M Humphrey arrived here from

10!

OUT OF

THEJÜBE
i

Denver yesterday.
E. O. Klnkerd arrived here yesterday from Loa Angeles.
L. K Kirk, of St. Louis. Is transact-Inbusiness In the Duke City.
Roberta P. Lecky. of Los Angeles,
s visiting Albuquerque friends.
C. V. Stewart, of Kansas City, if a
business visitor in Albuquerque.
Attorney Nelll B Field left lust
aight for Hocorro on legal buelneaa
Jack McKwen, of Khis. is City, Ir
here attending to business concerns.
Lewis A. Dunham, of Kansas City.
Is a business visitor In Albuquerque.
Charles Hunt, of El I'aso. arrived
here yesturday evening on No l from
kite north.
Thomas Brown has arrived hero
iiom Franklin. Penn., io uttend to
business matters.
Mrs. Ntlll B. Field returned last
night from an OUtlltf at Ihe field fotingo on the Peros.
W. K. furry, of Gibson, the big i ojI
mmp near tiallup. Is In Albuquerque
on business this .fk.
A. F. Bprafue, of Ban Franclaco,
ui lived from the west last night nut
left later for F.I Paso.
Mis W J O.irdwell left last night
tu round the remainder ol the stuntnei
at her old home In Kentucky.
It. F. Heller, the Indian trader and
general merchant from Cabeson, w.i
uiimng yesterday's arrivals here.
Pedro Blwell und wife, of Chill II.
c.nne in troin the mountain coontr)
yesterday and may be found at the

DESKS for the Busy Man

g

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

We have Just received a larga
Desks,
shipment
of Roll-to- p
Flat and Standing Desks, Office Chairs. Book Caaes, Typewriter Stands and Tables.
our line to
We guarantee
represent the best workmanship and highest class of cabinet
work. The desk you buy of u
will not fall to pieces In a short
tlnme, thus causing you much
annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.

PLUMBERS

321-32-

RAILROAD

3

AVENUE

COif

TINNERS

FABER.
ALBERT
Railroad
Avenue

308-31- 0

HUNDRED DEGREES

I

The Man of Business or the Home Library

New Mexico's Le ding Jewelers

4

,

-

T. Y. Maynard

Jy s,

Mondar.
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IN THE

SHADE ISN'T DISAGREEABLE

F.J. HOUSTON

THE CLUB

The temperature In Albuquerque
2 o'clock yesterday afternoon was
anywhere from 100 degrees In the
In our new location
shade to L'tl In the sun. If one Is to
20S W. Railroad Av.
believe ihe record of the various
I hermometer
In the city,
One reliable instrument In the Highlands in
the middle of the afternoon, and
wan- breeze
'in 'he shade with
nering ny occasionally, snowec sn Kodaks, Photorfrnphers' Stocks,
even hundred, and several bulbs exposed to the sun shoved the mercury
Sporting Goods, Typewriters
up to I in and 111 degrees. It was
probably the hottest day of the sea211 S. Second St
son so far and the fact that nobod)
even thought of being prost.ated and
it was quite comfortable in the shade Kodak Finishing and Bromide
speaks volumes for the dry climate
Enlarging a Specialty
of AlbUQUerqUe, The air was absoTHE ONLY It EMULATION
lutely clear without a trace of humidity ami there was no sign of the
SIZE TABLES IX THE CITY
suffering thai ensue- - when the ther- Our Nail Order Business is Conmometer reaches even ninety In the
stantly Increasing.
eastern itaxea,
People arriving here
from Kl Paso yesterday said that AFINE LINE OF
lbuquerque was a haven of comfort
after Ihe stifling heat of ICI Paso, DR. B. M.
AND TOBACCO
CIGARS
Z.eOO
whose
feet difference In altitude
DENTIST
and whose topography makes a great
difference In a mosphere. The heat
s,
both in Kl Pasn and aouthern Arizona Office on Railroad avenue, over
was reported to be "something tierce"
Second Bt.
First
anil
between
and flic imagination bHlks when one Hours: 1 to 2 a. m 1:30 to 5 p.m.
Coolest Place in Town
tries to iliink of what it w is in Yuma
dentistry
practiced
Dr.
Williams
has
or Needles. In Kl Paso It wan reportPurges.
for the past 17 years at Lag Vegas
ed to le 101 degrees In the shade.
J. C. Hrodle. .1 well known citizen
Reports from Various parts of the
Automatic Phone 2 OS
of Flagslu.f. Ailr.., came in from the lerrnory snow mat yesterdav was one
Wc
Solicit Your Patronage
f
west yesf.Tday and is slopping at
the most ilorlc to date this sum- Alv.iradfl
mer
TICKETS BOUGHT,
Frank H. Cole, formerly .it this city,
SOLI) AND
ywaterdty returned from F.I Huso,
CHINAMEN CUT OFF
where he has been located for til TWO
EXCHANGED
BARDSHAR & C0NLEY
past It mouths.
Mrs Chamberlln, wife of 1st. L H.
Paid
Highest
Prices
Chamberlln. the dentist, lefl last night
THEIR QUEUES AND
for Tickets.
for an extended Visit at her old home
Allocution Office. Ttuuctioii Ouarantcel.
In Muncle, Indiana
RAFAEL GARCIA & THC.HLLO
Hubert Putney, wife and two chll
DEPART
ROSENHEIM'S, 118 W. Railroad Ave
CEMENT CONTRACTORS
dren returned last night from a six
weeks' v Isit to Los Angeles, San FranAll Work tiimronteod
cisco and other points m California,
Dave Welller left yesterday for I.os
The two 'h
ni.
un by
Address: General Delivery
Angeles In the expect ilion that the Officer Tim inani'Ti
O'Lean not lona aso Home-mad- e
New Mexico
Allraquerque,
low altitude and sea all of the .j.iMflthoul Hie necessary papers on iiiuir
resorts will alleviate a particularly parsons, were released Saturday by
ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
painful and severe attack of rheu-- ; united States Commissioner Whiting.'
DIHNKS
SOFT
OF
uiatisni.
an the svldence obtainable
showed
Colonel William Berger, of Belen that ihe Chinaman's story of boina;
San Francisco refugees wax correct,
Tlie Coolest Place In the City
of the Helen ToWMlte and Improveinent company, left lust nigin ut The men laimed when arrested that
JVoi
Mrs, Berger their papers were burned up wlrh all
Los Lunns on business.
S,
making an extended visit in lam i their other earthly possessions In the
real holocaust sod Rial they hud re- Fe, her formar home
Two special big exclusion trains Sided legally for some years In San
KraiiclHco.
The authorities of the
are expected here on July and ID
city were communicated
Wo will sell yon
with
ore to be delivered from the llock coast
nd It appeared that the tale of the
Island at Kansas City and the other prisoners
BOSS PATENT,
true. They were acbeing .in excursion Of Canadians from cordingly was
released and immediately
ARNOLD'S BEST or
5(1
the eastern part of the Dominion,
per
Block,
$5.
ton...
had their queues CUl and departed for Hcst American
There win be a regular meeting of the eaM In American garb. The men
EMPRESS as follows:
the board of education this evening appeared to bO Intelligent Celestials
al
building,
school
fhe
Central
a
Sacks, 65c.
Small
story.
kt
and told straightforward
which the atinu il report of the lu-- 1
Large
sacks, $1.30.
On b crtvtiee.
perlntendent of schools will be
100 lbs al one delivery, $2.5.
Mr. John A. Haley, editor of the
and other Important business
News, took passage on the hurricane
attended to,
S.75 ton
deck of a cayuse Monday afternoon,
W. K. litter, division superintendent
sleet inir the unwieldv craft toon Ihe south end, with headquarters and
wanrs the setting sun disappeared
In Ban Mat. lal, hui decided to make
from view. He will be uhsent for
hla home In this city and Is moving several
days, during which time the
Mis.
bis family to Albuquerque.
devil anil an imp will get busy with
Flier has been st lying at the A l va- the "hell
box'' and try to get the Mill Big Load
S2 2R and 18.75
rado for several months. The family great family Journal nut on time, but
will reside in the new Cams house on will not be responsible for its moral
West Hold avenue.
tone. - Capitán News.
fOWd went out
A big Sunday nlatii
Veteran Texas Hnilroader Dead.
last night to see Vanillic" by the
Jefferson, Tex., July
ftergerOrose stock company at the
J. Q. M
Casino and the perforinam r was a tlrlgsby. one of the beat known railThe Dig North End Store.
being road men In the southwest, and conpleasitm one the audience
swelled by the addition of the Bundu) nected wlih much of the earlier railColo. Blk 279. Anto. 23
Phones:
280
16
Black
Phonos:
night concert crowd, as the band did road work In that territory, died here
not play at Robinson park last night last night from heurl failure, (irlgsby
The street cars from 7 to S o'clock built the Texas and (lulf road, sold
were loaded to the guards.
within the J'HSl f'-weeks to the Santa Fe and was Its president at the
Charles Mains, formerlv of c,
later of Isleta. where for many t!m
years he performed (he strenuous duPote Sale for Another Year.
for the railway
ties of watchman
Trondji'in.
Walter Wellmau
company, left last night for Ash Pork, who will seekJulyto Ldiscover
the north
The n an behind the dollar Is the man
where he will accept a similar ftO
by
pots
means
of
an
airship, has ar- tloti. Mr. Mains has be. mi acting of rived here
who ought to know something about
says
It
He
be
will
quite
late in the capacity of special sani- Impossible for him to start on his
e
the prices Ire charge for
tary officer for the city health board. expedition this summer
plumbing work. It costs you nothing
Ash Folk ears the reputation oí beto let us figure on any Job you may
ing one of the touKhet towns on the
PICK'S HOME-MAD- E
CANDY At
have, large or small.
system und Mr. Mainz's efficient serv- W M.i ON s DIM . STORE.
ice In keeping hoboes moving througn
Islets is responsible for his new poON .Hi. Y 1ST,
sition.
erin novo to hoü-asouth First
says:
Artistreet, will, itevi Moch of hay. grulu
The Halt Lake Tribune
Mincles of Incorporation of the Alta
anil potlHrj supplies In llic i llv.
R. W. ÜBB.
ing and Development company were
of
In
n
office
the
fifs
122 W.
The Tromot Vlumber
fi'rsd'
company
accoi
clerk. The
If you need a carpenter telephone
COndUOl
will
filed,
1,,
.u'tne articles
StKSMStl.
Auto Phone &HS.
a general mining business, and will
develto
the
particularly
be devoted
Congenial.
opment of a group of claims In the
"I don't see why you are always
In
mining
district
quarreling with your wife; whenever
Little Cottonwood
The capital stnk I meet her I get along fine with
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Halt Lake county
divided
is
$::nn.nno
corporation
of the
her."
par
of
II
value
the
of
you
"Of course
do, you're not marInto shares
MONUMENTS
each. The officers are If. H. Walker,. ried to her."
201 211 North Sooond Street
White and Black Hearse
president: J M Moore, of Albuquer-qqeY.wxs l iii I.- Hli Heine
N. M . vice president: C A. Walker, secretary and treasurer The of- But the use of special ruled blanks!
ficers together with J. T Lynch an I and books In your office work helps a
Oscar Lewi constitute the board of "big bit." Never thought of It? Juit
try II. Olve us your Ideas and we will
directors.
be pleased to draw up the plane for
books-anblankx and give estimate
II. H. l.lthimvv x Co..
C. H. Conner, M. O. I). O.
Bookbinders,
Journal Building.
Specialty Osteopathy.
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The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at It that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a

1

"Quick Meal" of the bug. People "who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their Immense
sale is due to their merits to nothing else.
ALBFQCERQCE HARDWARE CO.,
Agents lor Quick-MeSteel Range &
Gasoline Stoves.

Pool and

Billiard Parlor

al

WILLIAMS

t

Man-dell'-

1

-

a-

ALBUQUERQUE

R.R.

plumbers

HARDWARE

321323

RAILROAD

AVENUE

COMPANY
TINNERS

i

kl

Candies;

-i

i

1

I

CP.Schutt,

Second

Whitney Company

Flotir
NO Has
Advanced

Alaska Refrigerators

COAL

U

White Mountain Freezers

COKE

sub-Bitte-

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

-

WOOD

1

WHIM

Albuquerque

Gasoline Stoves

Cash

Lawn and Garden Tools

Hahn&CO Grocerv ComPar,y

W

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition

South First Street

II3-II5-I- I7

401-40- 3

North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

high-grad-

I

"

Stiver

j

At):

J. L. 3ell Co.

O. W. STRONG'S

DIAMONDS
Our prices are RiGirr.
When bought right are a good Invest mint
We Invite you to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are
dvwvirj, oit ri wain, mw, mmtt orders receive
vuf rui. aw

prompt attention.

EVERITT,

THE LEADING JEWELER
Rsvilroad Avenue

w

SNS

-

LUMBER.
Glass

Sash, Doors,

For Sport and Pleasure
go to the

Cement

E

S

T
BOWLING
L
L

3

AND REX FLINTKOTE HOOFING.

E

BANKRUPT SALE
OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS

205

W.

GOLD AVENUE

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,
Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, 1906.

SPEELMAN& ZEARING

Y

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
First Street

t

M&rquHte Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

S

I
2

ff if iaf tft iitvtíiiiimi'tl

118

W. GOLD AVE

OF ODD AND CURIOI
THE WORLD 18 FULL
may

people, so there
still be those who hi
not used the Morning Journal classified ad oolumi
IPS,.

